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PADUC4.1i, KY. FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 16, 1906.
CONSULS REPORT ON
THE BOYCOTT MOVEMENT
•
Wash:rig-ton, Feb. 15.--From the
:..-ts osoo;
department from its representatives.
in the East reldtive to the.anti-Ameri-
canboycott, ite exteet,' the propects
of its continuanee and the amount of
injury it 'has inflicted on American
• trade;otwo, selected at .ratuk—ni from
the Noah and the South, have been
• made oublic. In -neitker i there any
hint of violence, and the movement,
it is said, k confined strictly to trade
limits.
The report from Nerth China
brings the 'history of events up to
• the close of 1905. At that date the
boycott movernent had been "nearly
all talk" in the principal cities, says
the correspondent, who adds:
'The student class, as the willing
workers of the boycott organization,
has dune its best' to keep the issue
abate, and ton some extent ,has sons
eiithad muele against the wishes of
tb merchant... wlia.have 'had toonerh
anti *ever want to see 'pother boy-
cott. There has been timidity in buy-
"mg, and in sonic instances caucella-.
-lion of orders under the VW' of
threats, but 'despite denials trout
mime Americans, it is well known to
the majority that such conduct on the
;let of Chinese buyers 'has not been
the rule. This stateusent. hocwvec,
(tuts not apply to the product of the
e Standard Oil company; which • has
been opPoied in hinny places outside
of the pritneipal eieies of Northen
China.
sia
Underhand Methods.
"That underhand methods have
l*en employed against the Standard
-- Oil company and the Brithd-Aineri-
can Tobacco company i• becoming
plainer every e'.ay At present the
lo
r
attack on these two companieS is op-
,...loss,•;.1 1.1 -:Ind arreeol !lees 1
•keste, -where obscene !circulars have
appeared and also many evidences of
unfriendly not no But Soo Chow,
Chinkiang, Chang. Chow, Wu Hu,
Kiukang and many other plates trib-
utary to, and ten the Yangtse„ there
has also been more or less antagon-
ism of late. - -.
The merchants are against he boy-
critt but under the lash of the guilds,
they nipro give eltalf-hearted acquies-
cence at least. If the officials so de-
sire, they • can squelch the recrudes-
cence of the movement in this sec-
tion. But again there is the now
powerful 'student. class, which under,
the teachings of foreign educated
Chinese, 'has dievelopedl an influence
recognized by officials, guilds, mer-
chants ahd laborers." -
r Worse South. s
ii.From Sopth China, and' in focc i
ear &nen tea the Sttaito SibtletncOV,
tomes the report that there '11O no
impreveusent in the 'boycott situa-
lioO. that trade is badly affected in
most lines, and theee is little or no
busiOess outside the small European
trade. An American sewing machine
company reports that Chinese are
afraid to go into its placea, "although
oome would like to bd.), but dart not
have a machine in their possession.
' Still the authorities claim there is no
recognition here."
The report eoncludes : "If the 4hoy-
cott is called off tomorrow it' will
take many years to remove the ill
effect from the Injury done. At Pen-
ang American firms could not move
any American goods in their god
owns and Chinese refused to take the
goods which they had already or
dered "
CHARGES OF BRIBERY,
PERJURY AND CONSPIRACY
New York, Fib. 15.—A speclif to
,the Tribune from Albany **yr •
Charges including subornation of
perjury, bribery of lawyers, miscon-
vereion of millions of dollars and the
enlistment of District Attorney Jet-
( ome into a conspiracy to whitewash
the offeoders were made against the
Metropolitan Street Railway com-
pany and its officials at a hearing be-
te the. assembly committee on
war& and means yesterday.
Wm. N. Amory, of New York,
formerly treasurer of the Third aye-
sine Elevated Railway company, and
• telho has been fighting the Metropol-
itan for sevenl years, made a trios-
kint attack on District Attorney Jet...
V time. Amory submitted figures
.fe v.hich, he said, proved that frauds
amounting to millions of dollars had
s. been perpetrated by the officers of
the Metropolitan system on its stock
holder sand the public
Thc company, he charged, bribed
judges, juries and witnesses. Infor-
mation of this in many cases, and
'especially in one case where he him-
self furniehed the material, had been
sent to the district attorney, said Mr.
Amory. but instead of acting to con-
vict the offenders he had entered in-
• 10 a conspiracy to let them escape.
-because of this Mr. Amory declared
lie imeuded to ask Gov. Higgins to
remove the district attorney.
• Disgorge Millions.
The Foelker resolution asking. a
legislative investigation of the street
• railways of New York City, and par-
hIl ticularly of the recent merger of tras
, lion interests in New York, brought
out these chaeges.
A legislatiee investigations- Amu*
'would fbree I'llioma! E. Ryan
, -Rad olgs associates to disgorge thirty
de (orb, millions.' Still the Metro-
politan was so rotten financially be-
'ranee of its 'frauds that not even a
cembination with the financially
sound August Belmont road, almost
it., equal in moral iniquity, could
save the system long. Saying that
•• fralititial atattments issued by the
Metropolitan•corneany and itg repre-
gteitatives and filed with the varioas,
Mate and city departnumte- verfe'
fuse and misleading, Amory went
on: •
"Somebody made $4,500,noo profits
in toot in discounting $660,00o of the
s per cent. notes of the New York
City Railway company, owned by the
Metropolitan Securities company."
;n atteither instance, in- tett31 Me.
Amory 4harged that President Vree-
land obtained $t0000.orio from the
stockholders of the Interurban "to
"I SAY for the Third avenue stock" ger•
o' 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 o
Gee! An' t We the Stuff?
London, Feb. I3.—The as-
sociated Press correspondent
o at Algeciras says: "I am in a
o position to assert the final so-
o lution of the Moroccan dispute
o will emanate from America.
o Ambassador, White is only
• . toe right moment to
o eubreit a proposal which it is
o believed will prove acceptable
o to both France and Germany.
o 0 00 00 00 0 0
0
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LID IS TILTING
IN WINDY CITY
-
General Orders Are Issued by Chief
of Police Concerning trance
Halls,
valtich had been staid for years be-
fore. Proof of this, which he laid
before Jacob H. Schiff, h. said, -en-
abled Mr. Schiff to force restitution
of $6.000.000 from Thomas R. Ryan
in 19p3. 0 $12,000,000 collected at
the same thne for electrifying the
road about $3,000,000 was mit t for
that purpose, he said. He added:
Campaign Contribution.
"I think I can twill's)) information
tending to show that on a certain oc-
casion Thos. F. Ryan put up $10,000
ot Metropolitan stock'holders' money
as a part of the political assessment
required for the nomination of a cer
lain supreme court justice.
"If the district attorney of the
county of Mew York were honest
and fearless as he himself has so
often declared, it would not be nec-
essary for me to appear before this
committee. If he were honest
enough to fulfill bis campaign pledg-
es of isioi and follow the trails of
wrong-doing and corruption into the
office of the Metropolitan Street Rail
way company—if he possessed the
courage to arraign against himself
the most dangerous, the most vindic-
tive and the morn powerful influences
at work in the community-1 quote
'his own words—the necessity for an
investigation by the legislature of
the 'acts of this band of heartless
criminals would not exist today.
"But because the chief criminal
prosecutor has put a premium on
great crimes, because he has used
'the power of his office to protect
rasher than punt& big criminals,
and. because the civil courts are in-
adeqtrate to supply the 'remedy •
appeal to this committee,
Salty Charges. '
"I declare that Jerome is fully ad-
vised of the guilt of the Metropolitan
managers. I declare that he has in
his posseseion legal evidence suffi-
cient to cobvict them of grave crimes
I declare that he told James I.. Os-
lo:true and nita.that.'ifainvas satisfied
as to their guilt, and that the evi-
dence was sufficient to convict. '•
declare that jerefhtte aubseqftently en-
tered .into af conspiracy to 'allow
these' criminils to escape I declare
that in furtherance of .his end he
suppe med Lida and ieliberately is•
stied an offieial statsment, wihicsb is
proved by the reco ds to have ,been
wilfully false."
No action was taken on the reso-,,
lotion, A not he hearing. will he
-held next Wed ..tesday, at which.. Wan.
M. !vine re it republican candidate
for mayor, pod many other New
Yorkers, will argot ‘alainst the met-
'
'
CI !sag' ,, : ts,Caliti Ai, jic'el'ceeiltir
Collins ilitieen gen ' eirdel t4) he
depirline I .rib ' 41' ' 'oJice
officers to see that no boy or girl
under eighteen years of age is al-
lowed 'hereafter in a public dance, halt
unattended by his or her parents.
Beginning Thursday' night, when
an ordinance regulating immoral
plays and Moving pictures will he in
effect, the police also will close all
theaters where scenes of vice, degra-
dation and crime are depicted unless
the plays are taken off the 'bards.
M'CALL LIABLE
FORMER HEAD OF NEW YORK
LIFE, NOW NEAR DEATH,
TO BE SUED.
Trustees Say Amount Contributed to
Republican Campaign Funds Must
Be Restorded Company.
DAWSON SUITS
Compromise Effected Yes-
terday By Attorneys.
NEARLY WINDS UP
ALL THE LITIGATION.
New York, Feb. 13.-1n a report
suilimitted 'to the trustees of the New
York Life insurance company by the
Fowler investigating committee ex-
President John A. McCall, who lies
close to death at Lakewoo I, is held
primarily liable for $148,7o2.50, the
amount contributed by the company
undei his direction to the republican
carripa'gn committee in the 'residen-
tial elec.ions of 1896, 19oo end icioe.
The renort stately that all of these
contributions were illegal and advises
that special counsel be retained to
bring suits fo: recovery against Mc-
Call and all the other officers and
trustees of the company who had
anything to do with directing or
sanctioning the political contribu-
t'ons.
One of those ashy will undoubtedly
tn. sued is George W. Perkins, who,
under the direction of Mr. McCall,
made paynwnt. of $48,702.50 to the
campaign fund of President Roose-
velt, the collections being made by
Postmaster General George B. Cot -
telyou and Cornelius NI Bliss.
Speculate on Roosevelt,
In view of the finding of the Fow-
ler committee deriving the payment
to have been illegal there was much
speCulation as to whether President
Roosevelt would relieve the enabar-
rassfment of the trustees by refunding
to the policy holders the $48,702.50
illegally take'r from its treasury to
help hie election.
M. MIcCall already has reftmded to
the company $235.000. In the first
report of the Fowler cortun'o e deal-
ing with Andrew Hamilton he was
held liable for $21essoo and $59.31o.
These sums with the $148,702 make a
total or 427,512, and including the
$235,000 already refunded the grand
total is $662,512.
The report of the. conwnittee hints
that other political contributions were
made and bidden in the juggled ret-
ro& of the Paris office of the com-
pany.
McCall Orders Contributions.
"It appears from the testimony
taken by the legislative committee,"
the report says "that there were con-
tributed from the funds bf the com-
pany to the republican national com-
mittee tor campaign •purpoeps the
suns of gecificioo in 1896, t $11o,o7 in
1900and of $4$702.50 in 904.
"Thew contributions were made
by direction of President McCall,
and when 'he was an the witness
stand he stated that they were made
on his 'sole order as president and
without authorization from any com-
mittee of the trustees.
"There have been discovered, no
entries in the books of the company
of the contributions mode in tP,96 and
two, and' in fact the information this
comerittee has as to campaign con-
tribiitions is derived altno%t exclusive-
ly from the statements of Mr. McCall
and Mr. Perkins before the legislative
investigating' committee.
News Brin.gs Back to Memory
a Most Deplorable Ac-
cident,
WOMEN WERE KILLED ON
ILLINOIS CENTRAL TRESTLE
still and aleo $1o,000 in life insurance.
None of these can be found. Mrs.
Simmons, when he Was married to
the .former preacher and banker at
Meridiatts Miss., had $9,000 invested
in street railway securities in the
South. Dr. Simmons induced her to
call in these and allow him to handle
her .mooey. After some 'hesitancy
on her pare he had her 'brother to
reale' ,o-o. O7-•.•
ior
r'notes for the amount and always
kept ti pehe interest. -
Notes Were Bank Forgeries.
She placed the note* in a private
receptacle, which was deposited with
a local bank. All of them were found
o. have been forgeries. It is thought
the notes had been signed by the
husband '
Yesterday morning there was com-
promised the suit of Lucy
Stevenson's estate against the Illinois
Central railroad, Lawyers Taylor and
Lucas for the plaintiff, having their
trona accepted by Charley Wheeler,
the ..company's lawyer who lost
threnigh all the courts. The C9m-'
prontise settlement nearly brings to
a close all -of the, litigation resulting
irom. the famous disaster that cost
soVeral hoes and maimed others for
fife 
•
,Tbe history of, the famous Dawson
Sprioge lawsuits is well known to the
pehlie as there has never been more
hitt, contests waged. in West Ken-
tuck courts thaib grew out of the
sad accident which happened at laaw-
son, on the occasion of the railroad
picnic on August 6, row. Several
were overtaken .0 n a trestle by
a fast going freight train and two
were killed and 'one seriously in,
jured while two little girls were
slightly hurt. There was a conspicu-
ous bill board • posted at the place
where the parties left the anbank-
ment and started upon the trestle. It
warned all persons that they would
walk upOn that trestle at their peril
and to keep off. This notice mae it
look like it was impossible for plain-
tiffs to win. Attorneys Taylor &
Lucas were employed in all the cases
btit one ann.,sllis one was the ease of
Miss jonnie Smith's administrator vs.
the Ii C. R. R. Co.
'misers. Tlyfor & Lucas tried one
of the aPiggit injury eases soon after
the *evident and won. In the case
where Miss Nichols lost her foot and
where Nes.. Stevenson was killed, the
railroad sought federal court jurisdic-
tions, Them 'steps were ignored by
plaiptiirs counsel who pressed
through ape) obtained. decisiou of
the Kentucky Court of Appeals hold-
ing that the state court must try -the
case, Upon a trial Ills,000 was ob•
tali* for Miss Nichols and $25.000
for lie estate of tars. Stevenson. The
trial court set this aside because it
was too enornious. At the next trot'
$10,opo was awe rded and sustened by
the court, but the railroad company,
under the direction of its counsel,
smirk to obtain an injunction fermi
the federal court restraining the col-
lection of these two judgments. The
counsel for the plaintiffs demanded
an appeal to the circuit court of she
U. intending to goon to the
Supreme court and while the cafes
were in this condition this c6m-
prosnite was suggested by the rail-
road company and accepted by plain-
tiff. It is not given nut just luaw
stated that ihe)r was a slight reduc-
tion granted because the cues could
have been held in the United States
ocents for some while.
Tete other case of the little girl is
now pending in the court of appeals
and undetermined. Messrs. Taylor &
Lome feel proud of their victory as
the ,railroad company brought forth
its mightiest efforts to defeat them
and then too when the injured people
were trekapasSers and duly notified
to kleep off the- liengerous trestle.
This compromise showeaefhat the rail-
road has abandoned its hope, of de-
feating the state cottrt jurisdiction.
MRS SIMMONDS
LEFT PENNILESS
Nothing but Forged Notes to Show
for His Wealth Reputed to Be
Much—A Very Ugly
Outlook
NICK'S PRESENT
SHIPPED TC 'sVASHINGTON.
Cinciona.ti, Feb., 15.---The present
which ;Mr. Nichoas Longwortio will
give ls bride :was expiesiedt to
Wlasheigtou yesterday': It Peck-
lace of diamonds containing a large
number of peffectly matched stones,
each weighing about three-fourths of
a catito.
'if George Washington were to
conic bade and gee congress, be
'soul(' lose no time delivering another
farewell address.
LENTEN SEASON
BEGINS THIS YEAR WITH
ASH WEDNXSDAY, FEB-
RUA.BY as.
VOL 22, NO. 247
PROCLAMATION
Of Reward For Criminals
Where Crime is Committed
Rev, Owen 'Building Up Large Con.
gregation on West Tennessee—.
Church Bodies Meet.
I The moons phases control theLenten season observed by the Cath-olic, Espiscopal and some branches
;of the Lutheran , and Evangelical
churches. The season of Lent will
accordingly begin early this year. rt
will begin __with Ask., Weens-sda
February 48. and catitinneN,f
days, exclusive of Snitdayt, until
Eastee, which falls upon April 15,
Peoria, Ill,, Feb. m.—After a
fruitless search for papers, all Mrs.
George H. Sittentone has left repre-
senting So.000 in' 4-'41 she once had,
are dorgerl notes *bowing that the
money had been dissipated' by the
fo preacher and, banker, who
tted suicide one week ago yes-
ter morning. Grave chimers are
ma by the widow' and her brother.
E. . Estell, of PalOitine, Tex. .There
a (foliar left the widow. The
nest al days . spent since the sense-
tio 1 suicide, of Dr. Simmons in in-
vestlgation were for the purpose of
dintoyering what estate he had left.
He lhad always said that he had a
Building Up Congregation,
Rev, T J Owen, of the city Metho-
dist missions, last evening conducted
prayer services befote a large con-
gregatiOn for the newly organized
church, West End-Tennessee street
teission, at the residence of Me.
Sutherland, on West Tenaessee
street. The peeeclier is gradually
building up the congregation and
will with a few months work ha _
a flourishing flock in that suburt;.
Preparing For Mion.
Those intending to sing during
next week's sernces.at Grace Episco-
pal church are requested to meet
tonight at 7:3o o'clock at the parish
house, While the boys of the congre-
gation will report there tomorrow.
Societies Meet.
The Philathea chits of the First
Baptist church, will this evening bold
a 'business meeting with Miss Matti&
Beard, of ato North Fifth street.
••••••••=•••••••••
This acternrxin at 3 o'clock the
Ladies Mate society of the First Bap-
tio church, will- MC with Mrs. E.
B. Richardetin, of 320 South Third.
LIVELY SCENES
Thousands of Strangers Around the
State Capitol at Present..
Paducahans returning from Frank-
fort yay the state capitol is crowded
with thousands of visitors there on
business, and it presents now the
liveliest appearance than for a long
ile.
The legislature and senate are now
iii session and this, naturally attracts
hundred's, but there are vast throngs
up there appearing before the state
hoard of equalization. some being fis-
cal court delegations protesting
against raiSes is fthe county assese-
ttUnts, wi..k others are represents-
tiSee of corpnratiess looking aTter
valuation of their franchises for state
tax purposes.
•
ket,i-ORT
ON PRINTING BILL
Substitute Bill For Establishment
of Two Normal School
Sites.
TEACHERS' MONEY.
Allowance From State School Fund
Will Reach Mere Today.
The money for the- county school
teacher,', will arrive here today from
the state fund at Frankfort. being
sent by the superintendent of public
instruction for the state, It should
have arrived last week bet did not.
The teachers of the 'county districts
will all come in tomorrow and get
their tray from Superintendent Sam-
uel j. Billington, Who distributes the
money.
NO BILL TO GOVERNOR
AN UNUSUAL THING
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. to—The
housf today passed Head's bill 17.,
requiring the government to pub:sh
proclamations of reward foe crimi-
nals in 'counties, where the crinte was
committed. by 76 to. o
Bill458, the famou,s police bill, is
now in the order of the flay and will
pass esily between now and Tuesday.
Head's printing bill rewiring a sup-
erintendent of public printing has
been reported favorable. by the com-
mittee and stands an excellent
chanoe of passing. The joipt print-
ing committee today met with the
board of printing commissioners and
a sub-convnaittee. .Messre. Head,
chairman, McCarty and Senator Gill-
enwaters were appointed to revise the
entire printing laws of the state.
Tonight the conianittee on approp-
riations in the house decided to re-
port a substitute „bill appropriating
$.50,0 o for the establishment of two
state normal senools' sites to be Sc.!
lected by a commission to be chosen
by the governor. One member to
be frrt- each _appellate district
Bowling
-Green anti Richmond are
now applicants (Acting free buildings
and sums of ,money. Kentucky is the
last state or territory in the Union.
exoept Arkansas, to provide for such
schools.
The amendment e second elass
city charters are in good shape, all
having passed the .bonee sad ncrk!
a gone to t e governor
thus far for signature, something un-
usual but both houses are now get-
ting busy. /Head's demand for Ayes
and Noes in the Slayton-Taggart con-
test yesterday saved. Slayton, deiffo-
era& he having lost on a rising vote.
The members today voted to retain
C. W. G. Hannah, repubtican, in his
seat, the democratic contestant hav-
ing shown no merit under the law.
Speaker Lawrence today named addi-
tional members demanded by the
Sarry resolution for investigating the
state government. They were Wil-
son of Union, Jblinvon, of Franklin.
Drrwert of Logiavitte. and. Arnette
of Covington. This leaves the com-
mittee adeninistration with not one
republican on it.
SUBSIDY BILL PASSES.
Senate by 38 to as—Thirteen Mail
Lines Established.
'Washington, Feb. 1.5-13y a vote of
aft to 27 the senate passed the ehip
.sattssidyvotbiedil. solid l
e
y tin Collip(picorsaittic non •saend
with them were five republican miens-
hers—La Follette, Spooner, Dolliver.
Warner and Burkett. Many attentpte
at ametidenerit were made, batt all fail-
ed except one. Making the bill a
s: party measure, the republicans
pu eed it through without difficulty.
though the minority did everything in
its power.
Thirteen new contract mail lines.
will be established if the house con
curs in the senate bill. In arldifon
the ?resume increases the subvention
to the Oceanic tine running from the
Pacific coast to Australia.
Provides New Mail Lines.
Of the ten new lines three leave ,
Atlantic coast ports. One running to
Brazil, one to Ureiguay and Argen-
tina and one of South Africa from
ports on the Gulf of MlexicO, embrac-
ing one of Brasil, one to Cuba, one
to Mexico and three to Central
America and the Isthmus of Panama;
four from Pacific toast ports, em-
bracing two of Japan, China and the
Philippines direct, one of Japan, Cina
and the Philippines via Hawaii and
one to Mexico Central America tout
the Isthrtme of Panama.
The bill also grants a euoventiote
at the rate of $5 gross ton a •-•1r tos
cargo vessels engaged in the foreign
trade of the United States and at
the rate of $3.5o a ton to vesiels en-
gaged in the Philippine trails, the
Philippine coastwiee law being post-
poned until 1909,
;‘.
---7:`v-swarialsee•'"
.„
••••••••••••..........
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v7%FATHER RELEASED
BEN LINDSAY HAS GONE TO
WORK AND IS DOING ALL
RIGHT.
He Served About Five Weeks in the
County Jail for Not Providing
for His Children.
Judge Lightfoot. has relented and
permitted Ben, Lindsay to leave the
county jail after he served about 37
days of his si* months' sentence,
and it is.believed now that the fel-
low will take proper care of his fam-
ily. On. the aist of December, Lind
say was sent to jail for six months
by the county judge because it was
proven .that he had not properly
cartel for his little children who suf-
fered therefore for the necessaries of
life. Lindsay had not been in jail
a week before he and his wife plead-
ed for his release, the pleas being ac-
companied with ircnesclaid promises
to do better, but the judge thought a
quiet sojourn in jail would rest him
up good so he could work if he
wanted to, and then incidentally be
the means of teaching him a lesson.
Finally after five weeks of servitude
Lindsay got out, but was admotikshed
by Judge Lightfoot that if there
reached the latter's ears the slight-
est report tfhat the father was not
properly caring for his children be
would be sent back to jail to serve
out the remainder of his six months'
term. Lindsay has gone to work
and it is believed, his imprisonment
had the desired effect. _
The judge has had a number of
other cases reported to him where
fathers have not cared for the little
ones properly. The judge has given
a warning to the parties and it
seems they have well heeded the ad-
vice and are doing better. They
v ill get what Lindsay did if they fail
to perform their parental duties.
MECHANICS NOW STRAIGHT-
ENING THESE AT THE
COUNTY JAIL.
The machinists are still at work at
the county jail straightening the
bent beams that were heated by the
fire of last week and pressed out of
alignment. The beams have to be
put back straight before they can be
properly used, and when this is done
the carpenters will repair the floor
where burned by the early morning
blaze that visited the jail.
Deeds Recorded.
Property on liarahaim boulevard
has been sold by Andrew P. Hum-
berg to J. C. Boaz for $2.45, and the
deed lodged for record yesterday
with the county clerk.
Reuben Rowland and wife trans-
ferred to 0. Durrett for $too, prop-
erty on the west side of Rudy avenue
in Rowlandtown.
Dora Odell 1 'tidall sold to Eliza
Towles for $1,2oo. propertr on the
north side of Washington street.
August Denker, Jr., sold to Geo.
Den ker for $t and other considera•
tions, property on Harrison near
Twelfth street.
E. G. Thurman- sold Thurman
addition property to W. M. Milli-
ken far $4so:
Notary Public.
114attie Browne qualified yesterday
before the county clerk as a notary
public
'DOCTOR CUTS
DR. J. D ADAMS, OF TENNES-
SEE, HAD FIGHT WITH
SHELBY.
Frank Campbell, Colored, Fined $ao
for Smacking His Wife, Fannie
Campbell.
Yesterday morning about 6 o'clock
a physician giving the name of J.
D. Adams, and who hails from some
West Tennessee city, got into a fight
with Walter Shelby, bartender at
Blacknall's saloon on Ninth and
Washington streets. Adams cut
Shelby in the neck, while the bartend
er sliced the doctor's coat into
shreds, in trying to cut thim, but tht
knife blade never reached the skin.
Adams has been here for a week on
a drunk. He was arrested and ar-
raigned before Judge Sanders yester-
day, but the ease was continued un-
til today. Shelby claims thal Adams
got mad at something and slipped up
behind the bartender and cut 'him.
Frank Campbell, colored, was fined$3o and costs for slapping and whip-ping his wife, Fannie Campbell. at
their home on Broad between Sixth
end Seventh streets.
There was filed ae-sy the warrant
charging- Floss Edwards ,with a
le-cach of the peace. He got into a
fight with some other boys at inth
and Kentucky avenue, and was rec-
ognized for his appearance. He
skipped out, and the charge against
him is now filed away.
BELIEVED LOST.
U. S. Mail Steamship Not Heard
From for Days.
Seattle, Wash., Feb. 15.—The
United States mail steamship Dora,
with Captain Z. S. Moore, which
plies between, Alaskan ports, is be-
lieved to have been lost. She has.
not been reported since December
22.
The Dora carried •a crew of thirty-
seven men and had on board twenty
passengers.
STORY DENIED.
Given Out At Whitehouse No In-
vitation Stolen.
Washington, Feb. vs.—The story
that one of the wedding invitations
to the Liongworth-Roosevelt wedding
had -been stolen and then sold for
$400 was denied this morning at the
white 'house and declared redicurous.
The decorators now are busy on
the lower floors and expect to finish
their labors by Friday night.
EVA TANCUAY
THE ACTRESS SUES RAILITAD
FOR ONE HUNDRED THOU-
' SAND DOLLARS.
Claims Brakesman Assaulted Her
Because She Insisted on-Having
the Car Ventilated.
Chicago, III., Feb. is.—Because
Eva Tanguay, an actrtss, and a brake
man employed by the Chicago, Bur-
lington & Quincy Railroad company
disagreed as to the correct amount
of air required properly to ventilate
a car, the company has been made
defendant in a Suit for $loo,000 dam-
ages begun yesterday by the young
woman.
Miss Tanguay, according to her
attorney, alleges she was assaulted
by the brakeman after she had in-
sisted on opening a window in the
car. When the train reached Des
Moines Miss Tanguay and her man-
ager were put in the custody of a
policeman at the request of the
.brakernsan. but were later released
by the chief of police.
Dec. 28,, loos, Miss. Tanguay and
her company were on the way to
Des Moines. • The car in which they
rode was poorly ventilated, Miss
Tai gully asserts, and she opened a
window hear her. A brakeman a
few minutes later put the window
down. Miss Tanguay says she then
opened the door of the car and the
assault followed.
SUPERVISORS
FINISHED COUNTY BOARD
WORK YESTERDAY.
Three of Members Will Help Clerk
Win Byrd Count Increases and
Original Figures
Yesterday the board .of county su-
pervisors finished their work and ad-journed sine die, but. the result of
their work cannot be ascertained for
tail weeks yet as it will take that
long to get the figures down into one
total.
The county assessor values city
'and county property for state and
county tax purposes, and then the
supervisors raise the respective val-
uations to what they think will place
everything ono an equitable basis.
Now the supervisors have finished
up with this work of _increasing the
arsessments and adjourned. For the
purpose of helping Clerk William
Byrd, of the board, to count up his
totals, Members Dick Davis,' R. J.
Barber and Jesse T. Gilbert will be
at the court house until the last of
the week. They count up the in-
creases made to the assessor's fig-
ures, and then if they have time they
will help count up the entire valua-
tion's, original figures and raises.
both. Alter the figures are counted
up it will then take Mr. John T.
Hughes, the retiring assessor, about
eight days to add these figures to his
original book and see what the grand
totals are.
'Me following poem tells the latest
rtvwc about the president's prospect-
ive son-in-law, in Sunday's paper:
t. Nick
2. Letter,
tBetter.
Saturday another verse will 1w
added:
Alice
Palace.
A straight life is the shortest die-
Voice h,-twee horie-s. and honor.
•
•
DISTANT CHINA
REV. J. L. STUART ARRIVED
HERE FROM CHNIA AND
JOINED WIFE. '
Union Rescue Mission Incorporators
Elected Officers Yesterday—
Rev. Cheek Resting.
Rev. J. L. Stuart arrived here
Tuesday evening from China to join
his wife, who has been, in this city
seevral months visiting, their son,
Dr. David T. Stuart, at Hotel
Craig.
Rev. Stuart and wife reside at
Hong Chow, China, %Acre for the
past thirty years they have been in
charge of the foreign missionary
work conducted in that section, of
the distant land, by the Presbyter-
ians. This is their first visit here
for some years and they will spend
probably the balance of the year, and
until fall anyhow, visiting at different
places. Mrs. Stuart left Ohina last
fall and has divided her time be-
tween here and Virginia •since reach-
ing this country, while her husband
sailed from their home the first of
this year and is just now reaching
there. After spending some months
in the United States they will re-
turn to their field of noble labor.
Dr. Stuart has been in St. Lknhi-
the past few days and is expected
home today.
NOTED OAK TREE CUT DOWN.
Lafayette, Ind., Feb. 13.—Lafay•
ette's famous "Big Tree,'' one of the
oldest and best known landmarks in
the county., is no more. The giant
oak, under whose branches General
William Henry Harrison slept while
on his way to the battle of Tippe-
canoe, 'has been cut down because
the topmost bangles were continually
falling off and menacing life and
property,
DIRECTORS
HUMANE SOCIETY HAS MADE
SELECTION OF THE DI-
RECTORATE.
After Adding Mesdames Cook Hus-
bands and A. J. Decker As Incor-
porators the Documents filed.
Yesterday before there was filed
with the county clerk the articles of
incorporation for the Paducah Hu-
mane society, there was selected the
board of directors composing the
governing body. for the organization,
and the list includes all people who
have the inter()st of humanity and
beast-kind close at heart. The di-
rectors are: A. J. Decker. W. F.
Bradshaw. S., R. B. Phillips, Muscoe
Burnett, James E. Wilhelma Cllades
K. Wheeler. H. C. Rhodes, Gus G.
Singleton, W. E. Covington, E. J.
Paxton, R. W. MIcKinney, S. A.
Fowler, Hal S.' Corbett, Charles
Weille, Sol Dryfuss, Frank L. Scott.
James Collins, Tom B. Harrison.
George C. Wallace. and Mesdames
Cook Husbands, A. J. Decker, Oscar
L. Gregory, James Campbell, Sr., R.
W. McKinney. E. M. Post, Joseph 1..
Friedman, Elbridge Palmer, Thomas
C. Leech, Mlary Mocquot Watson.
John W. Keiler and Misses Elizabeth
Sinnott. Martha Davis, Faith Lang-
staff, Dow Husbands and Fannie
Murray.
Two more incorporators
added to the original iNt, the new
one being Mesdames A. J. Decker
and Cook Husbands. The balance
were Messrs. W. F. Bradahaw, Sr.,
WI. F. Paxton and Hal S. Corbett.
Drs. C. G. Warner and J. B. Garber
will be the veterinary surgeons for
the society to examine animals Where
cases of cruelty to the beasts are re-
potted.
were
WANTS HIGH LICENSE.
Mayor Watts Will Ask the Council
to Take Such Aition.
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 13.—At a meet
ing of the city council tonight May-
or Watts will urge the license for
the operation of a skating rink to be
much higher than was decided at the
lam meeting of the council. At the
laat meeting it was decided by the
council to have City Attorney M. B.
Ho!Wield draw up an ordinance re-
quiring ten dollars a year as the tax
of conducting a skating rink. Since
so many accidents have happened at
the rink Mayor Watts is very much
opposed to the further existence of
the rink and favors making the li-
cenrie so high that the owners can
not afford to pay it and Will have to
elose their doors.
FATAL SHOOTING.
las the result of a pistol fight in New .
Negroes Fired Into a Crowd of
White Men—Lynching Feared.
•
Cairo, Ill., Feb. 13.—Will Pen-
ningee a Arthur Cavendear are'
dend and Waters, is in a dying
craiLi'on a 51 nary's infimary here
Madrid, Mo., Sunday 
-morning.
Three negroes accused of the
shooting are in jail at New Madrid,
and according to long distance tele-
phone messages from there stated
there may be a lynching.
The report says that feeling is in-
tense against the negrOes and that
the county authorities are taking av-
ery precaution, to prevent trouble.
The tregroes, it is said, did. not in-
tend to kill the whife men, but werefighting among themselves. The
fight started 'in a saloon and ,the ne-groes ran on the sidewalk and com-
menced to fire at each other. The
three white men were standing on a
corner talking and before they could
seek shelter they fell to the pavement
mortally wounded. The shooting at-
tracted -the attention Of others wholater affected the capture of the negroes.
Sues Railroad for $613,000.
La Porte, Ind., Feb. 14.—The hear-ing of the $68,000 damage case of
Benjamin Wiallace, proprietor of the
Wallace shows, against the Grand
Trunk Western railroad company was
begun today in the federal court of
this state. Wallace's circus train was
wrecked at Durand, Mich., two years
ago and the failure of the railroad
company to make settlement re-suited
in the damage suit.
VEHICLE OUTFIT
REHKOPF BUGGY COMPANY
ATTACHED DR. GARBER'S
HORSE AND BUGGY.
Mrs. Nathan Nelson Granted Divorce
From Her Husband at Cincinnati
on Ground of Abandonment.
In the court of Justice Charles
Emery the John G. Rehkopf Buggy
company yesterday ,filed an attach-
ment suit against Dr. J. B. Gar4e7.
the veterinary surgeon, for $77
claimed due from the surgeon or
note he executed payment for s-
buggy material. Buggy, horse ;mill
harness of Garber was levi d term'
and attache,' to satisfy the debt.- The
suit comes up for trial next Mon-i
day before the magistrate.
Realty to Be Sold.
In the bankrupt court yesterday
Referee E. W. Bagby 'directed the
trustee of the Charles J. Atwood
'bankrupt estate to sell the realty
owned by Atwood, so it could be con-
verted into cash and applied to the
outstanding debts.
•
Cursing Charged.
Justice Emery yesterday issinot a
warrant against John Robinson. c6-
ored, who is charged with cursing
and abusing Sadie McClure. neg-ess.
several miles out on the lEnklcville
road from this city. •
Given utvorcs.
Word from Cincinnati is that Mrs.
Nathan Nelson has been granted a
divorce there from her husband be-
cause he abandoned her. This is
his home, he formerly being with
Friedman & Keller. but after mar-
riage located in Cincinnati. The %Ile
was formerly Miss Nell Eaton, of
Covington. Ky., and often visited her
aunt, Mies. William Clements. who
moved from here back to their old
home in Madison, Ind., several years
ago. 4
Claim Notice.
All patties holeang clatms against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the under-
signed, properly certified to, else
they wih be barred, according to law.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM, Achn'r.
I AFFIRM A $25,000 JUDGMENT
Appellate Court Says Postal Tele-
graph Co. Must Pay.
Chicago, Feb. 14.—lime appellate
court yesterday michatng decided
that the Postal Telegraph Cable corn
pany must pay William E. Likes
$25,000 for injuries the man received
in 1901 when 'he was in the com-
pany's employ 1144 a salesman.
The aceidept occurred at For.
Sheridan. According to the evidetec.!
presented at the trial Likes was or-
dered to climb a telegraph pole
along the right of way of the Chica-
go and Milwaukee Electric railway.
In order to reach a "cross arm," up-
on which he was to fasten a wire.
the lineman was forced to pass over
two "feed" wires. The evidence
showed Lilks was not warned of
these wires and when be came in con
tact with them the shock mired him
so that he lost an arm.
A verdict of $21,4e0 returned. by a
jetty itt the superior court Nov. it,
'ma, against the Grace & Tryile
company. strtictural iron contractors,
in favor of Fred C. Sanborn, a for-
mer employe. was also affirrmed yes-
terday morning by Olt appellate
court.
Would Close Saloons on Christmas.
Franfort. Ky , Feb. 14 —The dos
ing oe,s11 saloons on Christmas and
Thanksgiving Day, as well as on
Sundays, is the requirement contained
in a new measure introduced in the
hoto.e today.
'
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS,
EVIR BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER'.
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL *Ulf OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN
rIAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR Z SELLING AT 6 CENTS P.c.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 'Vic PER SINGLE ROLE
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, 15c, 200
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS. ALL PRICES
TO StolT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, /NGRAINO
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLit
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS PO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADING*. ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOFINO
PAPERS. ,.ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES A-ND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.O. LAMM
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
13o SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KY
MAIM
 [FINGER & CO. ,
„Jim Largest Fortunem.
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
IYou can start for $1. We pay four
:
 : : per cent. compound
 
 interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
—227—
Broadway,
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ErTATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL !ST AT. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM). RAS,MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
!LOG 14 v.f. WIUTTE.MOILE. Ps.dweh
J E. COULSON,
...PLUNIBINI,
Steam and Hot Water Heating. f
Phone 133. 5L Broadway. I
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'GRAFT IN PULPIT
PASTORS WHO USE CHURCH
TO FILL POCKETS ARE
DENOUNCED.
Dr Hewitt, of University, Creates
Sensation in Sermon to the Stu-
dents of Divinity School.
Chicago, Ill., Feb. r5.—" 'No man
.cloi serve God and mammon.' Graft
is as prevalent an the pulpit as, in
any other work of life and more re-
prehensible."
So said Dr. Charles Edmund Hew-
itt, of 'the divinity school of the Uni-
%..r,.ty i Chicago in a a.-
raignment of preachers who combine
with their labors for the saving of
souls a business of promoting among
. the members of their congregations.
Pastors who selling mining le.4 oil
stocks, books, typewriters and life
insurance came in for denunciatiote
The speaker said the pulpits arc full
'of them..
Scores Greedy Divines'.
lee declared he could cite hundreds
of cases where divines who were pos-
ing as Men who deplored the exist-
lug condition of the worship of the
"almighty dollar" were greedy after
money and even went so far as- to
bring in the church as a means to
further their ends. A typical exam-
ple of those deserving censure was
one pastor of whom be had positive
proof that he received a stated com-
mission from a life insurance com-
pany on all policies written for mem-
bers of hig congregaion o whom le:
had given letters of introduction to
the agents of the company.
Dr. Hewitt also asserted that an-
other minister was dierctly connect-
ed as a speculator with an oil com-
pany of some magnitude and that
through this company he gained
considerable prominence.
Cause of Christ Suffers.
This excoriation of the worldly
• chapel e.erciscs yesterday morning.
chapel exercises yesterda ymorning.
1 he speaker declared the fact that
the cause of Christ was compelled ti.,
stiffer because men who should be re-
regarded as exponents of the most
lofty beliefs ssuffercd their influence
to be weakened and their standing
before the world compromises by a
spirit of greed wholly out of har-
mony with the principle* they pre-
tend to teach.
"From this spirit," he asserted,
"no class of men is exempt, not even
the ministry, which, believing its
work too holy to be tainted, is de-
ceived. All the forces of satan pre-
sent no more dangerous menace to
the progress of true religion than
the diversion of the clergy to temp-
oral affairs."
Criticises Religious Papers.
Religious papers were also scored
by L. Hewitt for printing financial
advertisements aimed at the ministry.
One large magazine, printed exclu-
aively for ministers last month con-
- tained a large advertisement in which
it advised ministers to take up the
sale of typewriters, on which there
I% as an enormous profit.
"But the most dangerous and sub-
tile of all the temptations to which
the ministry is exposed." he declared,
"are the influences thrown out to oth
et pastors by those who are already
engaged in financial enterprises.
Many are too easily influenced by
awn brothers in the profession and
they are too weak to resist the call
of the demon passion."
Dr. Hewitt did not deny alai the
ministers of today ace underpaid,
but he declared this is no excuse for
the worship of mirnmon and the neg
lect of his people and the cause of
Christ.
Spend Sundays Plotting, for Gain.
Men were pointed out who, ostens-
ibly visiting a city for spiritual work,
spent all Sunday afternoon in the
study of some local preacher discuss-
ing financial projects and schemes by
which they could work in unison up-
the two congregations combined.
Such men were particularly censured
by 'the divine as the men who were
the most harmful to respectable com-
munities.
."A purely business enterprise de-
pending upon ministers is doomed to
failure," continued the speaker. "No
man can serve God and mammon at
the same time. Ldse of muney, loss
ef self-respect, loss of pow-er in
preaching and loss of capital, all 'of
which lead tki covetousness, idolatry,
dishonesty and the loss of standing
arc the direct results of participation
in worldly business.
"Seek the causes of the deficiency
in the ministry of today and you
will find them in the lack of single-
ness of purpose and earnestness of
devotion. It is trite that ministers
are underpaid, but a minister does
The best for himself and his family by
doing the best for his people and for
the cause of Christ. This is an ex-
ceedingly trying time for the min-
itsry. It is absolutely essential that
every man put on the whole armor
of God that ih:e may be able to with-
stand the wiles of the devil."
Talk Creates Sensation.
The talk of the morning created
considerable excitement among the
students, anti the fact tlhat the sub-
ject is in line with the events of
• note that have taken plaae in the
divinity school in ilie last ten days
makes the argument all the more in-
teresting.
Dr. Hewitt, who is the 'student
secretary of the -school and also priv-
a. secretary to ',earl Hulbert; has
been connected with the University
of Chicago since 1899. His degree
of A. B'. was taken at the university
of Rochester in 186o and in 1863 h!
giaduated from the Rochester Theo-
ligical seminary. He was pastor at
Ypsilanti, Mich., and at Bloomington
Ill., from 1863 to 1846. In 1877 he
came to Chicago as the pastor of
the Centennial church and remained
here until 188o, when he was called
to Peoria to take an important
charge. Front 1889 to 1899 he was
secretary to the Northwestern' Bap-
tist Education society and the Bap-
tist Theological :union, respectively.
VISTF.!!!
ATTACHED TO
EXPLOSION
PLOT AT ONE TIME SUSPECT-
..ED TO BLOW UP U. S. 'TRANS-
PORT 1VLEADE, BUT THAT IN
LIGHT OF SUBSEQUENT DE-
VELOPMENTS, NOW SEEMS
IMPROBABLE.
San Francisco, Feb. 14.—A board
of inquiry consisting of Capt. Simp-
son and Nixon and Lieut. Cabbel, the
first and last named of whom were
members of the board of inquiry that
investigated the fire on the Meadie,
has been appointed by Maj. Duval to
examine the evidence and endeavor to
solve the mystery attached to the ex-
plosion of the chest belonging to
company B, second United States in-
fantry, which exploded Monday while
being placed on a dray at the South-
ern Pacific freight station.
harry Loughran, driver of the
dray, who was handling chest at the
time it exploded and was painfully
hurt, has now recovered sufficiently
to he able to tell what he knows
about the affair. In an interview to-
day 'he said:
"The box was handed to me by one
of the Southern Pacific was-housemen
who was unloading the car with me.
He let the box down easy from the
floor of the car to the bed of the
truck I was driving and was prepar-
ing to shove the box to the font end
of the .wagon when he remarked that
I had better look at the number on
the box to see What company it be-
longed to. For this purpose I threw
the box to the bed of the wagon and
was stooping to turn it over when
the explosion occurred. That is all I
remember about it before I wa. taken
to the hospital."
Box Burns.,
According to the accounts of men
in tic yard who saw the explosion,
Loughran was knocked to the bed of
his wagon by the force of the ex-
plosion. While the injured man lay
there the box was burning in the
middle of the driveway between the
railroad tracks. The lid and back
that are now. in possession of the
army authorities were blown off and
hurled several feet away and did not
catch tire. The rest of the -box, how-
ever, together with the contents, was
consumed by flames caused by the ex-
plosion.
The only clew to the explosion is
a cylindrical tin can, the top and bot-
tom of which are blown out, and the
curved sides of Which are badly
warped and Misted. This tin, which
was blown far across the railroad
tracks from the scene, has its inner
surface covered with an odorous soot
closely resembling burnt powder.
Chemical analysis of this soot may
disclose the, cause of thel explosion.
but not' in all likelihood until the
Meade reaches port will it be possible
to ascertain how an explosive came
to be packed in one of the com-
pany's chests.
Imagine Plot.
The chest wa- thought, as at first
reported; to have been intended for
transportation on the Meade and in
the light of fire in the hold of that
transport it was at once imagined
that there might havc_been a plot to
born or blow up the Meade. Such
ideas are made to seem improbable in
the ':ght of what has since become
known, for the chest was plainly
marked for storage and could not
under any circumstances other than
absolute negligence on the part of a
succession of workmen have gone
aboard the Heade. The board of in-
quiry into the matter will hold its
first cession today.
MISSING OIL KING IS FOUND.
--
PreOtela Server Declares Rockefeller -
La at Son's Residence.
weak.
New York. Feb. i4..—John D.
Rockefeller has been found, accord-
ing to M. E. palmedo, the process
server Who eatight. H. H. Rogers
and who !has been after Rockefeller
for several weeks. But Palmed° has
not served his sieupoena yet.
Mr. Rockefeller is not hiding in
the shelter of the North pole nor in
the languorous sbade of the South-
ern palms, according to Palmtdo, but
in the house of his son, the Bible
eiass teacher, at Piocantico, Hill.
Mir. Rockefeller has been at Poe"
tico uninterruptedly, it is said, since
Jan. 23, when he went up 'from New
York under -cover of the night, se-
questered in the mansion of hre son,
a quarter of a mile from his own
home, unknown to the process serv-
ers who have been camping out for
three !months at Tarrytown.
•
BRIBER IS SENT TO PRISON
George W. Beavers Pleads Guilty to
Conspiracy to DetraudGovernment.
'Washington, Feb. 13.—In the crims
inal court today George Wi. Beavers
pleaded guilty to the indictments
charging him with conspiring with
former State Senator George E.
Green of Binghamton, N. Y., andl
D. 1Dorernaus to defraud the govern-
::1 co:.:n:ctlon with the furnish-
ing of postal supplies and also of
bribery and was sentenced to two
years in the Moundsville, W. Va.,
penitentiary. lie was at onee—faken
into custody and will be conveyed to
Moundsville with the first batch of
prisoners going there.
BONI'S FAMILY PLEADS.
Ask Countess Anna to Secure a Legal
Separation Only, Not a Divorce.
'Paris, Feb. 13.,—M'e'mbers of the
family of Count Boni de Castelaine
have made fresh overtures to his
wife, Countess Anna, urging her to
seek only a legal separation from
the count instead of suing for a full
divorce. They base their pleas on
the interests of the children. The
count has chosen as his lawyer to
represent him in the expected pro-
ceedings Miaitre Rene Lauolle, noted
specialist in complicated civil cases.
CAPITALISTS SEEK COTTON
Eastern Men Agree to Take 500,000
Bales at Minimum of x3. Cents.
Atlanta,.Ga., Feb. 13.—President
Hlarvey Jordan of the Southern Cot-
ton association declated todby he had
secured an agreement with a syndi-
cate of eastern capitalists, headed
by E. R. Thomas, to take 5o0,000
bales of maddling cotton from south-
ern planters at the minimum price of
13 cents a pound. The agreement
further provides for the taking of all
cotton ready for market next August
and September from the crop of 1906
at the then market prices.
Ice Company Incorporates.
Vincennes, Ind., Feb. 13.—The Eb-
ner Ice and Cold Storage company of
Vincennes incorporated today with a
capital stock of egoo,000, of which
one-third is preferred. The com-
pany owns ice plants in several
towns.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every person who sends one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, M.o., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, 24 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled "The Departure
of the Bride .from' the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is' made on a tine, -heavy paper, and
will make, when framed' and' hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the central figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu, to he bride an bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is he fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
that you get both of these spiend,...1
journals an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time marked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and. those
who wish the picture should send in
subscriptions at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
bank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write names and addresses
plainly, and address,
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The _Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
The well known German animal
dealer, Jamrach, has an agent in
Siam bunting for the big deer known
as.cervus Scbomburki. No specimen
of denizen of h'ig'h ranges in
Siam 1 as ever been taken to Europe
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS' A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will etsatinue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream Don't forget
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 756
NexttoWashingOishos
The most despised drudgery .f housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce Unless, of course, you own a
Hot) Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in t4 living
rooms Estimates free
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 20 I . 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam le--
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
0113
5066
$56 oil
60
IMPORTANT
It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You went FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
S. te POOL. L. C. STEPHENSON..
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING'S°.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.NO. rzo 
PADUCAH, KY!.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductah, Kentuckbr.
Capital and Surplus $11515,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON, V. Pit=
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is firt
_Lei X in if: *.) y:.ttof %,/k.7* V,:u
key and no one but yourself has access,
carry your owe
Subscribe For The Register
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
smommonnimmommimmeia."--7r11111101222•1
I OS/ED! MACHINE DEPARTMENT
UR ELECTRICAL AND
TO 2-123 N. FOURTH St
Foreman Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
==ittlettittlinittrUttlitt=t1=
Fir st-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
.Prices Reasonable,
J. J. Bleich,
224 Broadway= 1;- PADUCAH, KY.
=lb 
We °fief 00100 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only CO insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 10 year case for 8to.
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and Engli,b Hall Chime Clocks. Clacks celled for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at skort notice and short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you full market value for same, which is about the same
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
as
WATCH GLASSES FREE TN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THES'E REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined  75c up. Watch Hands toe U
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up. Watch Glasses toe up.
New Case or Hairspring 75e up. Watch Keys sc.
New Jel,els, whok or cover soc up.
1 We are the cheapest in WaSch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid for Old Gold an
'Silver.
l
J. L. WOLFF
Jewelei
LINSSWISSIIIMOSV5VSVIIMNI
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufactur ing Jeweler and OPticlan,
NEW PHONE, 113 R 640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
I
.......e........ialkilliiiie
Credit to those who need it.
:s. 
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REGISTER iic. This thing of a few men 
in cy-
st-us-city-conspiring toigether to loot . KY
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., aa second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  zas
One Week  . SO
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
,phene Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, Feb. 16, 1e06.
High Society or Bust.
What Sherman said about war may
be applied with equal force to tho
ambition to break into high society
with a bank account entirely inade-
quate to back up the ambition. It
takes the "real stuff" to shine in the
upper circles, and it is a common
failing with a majority, of mankind
to aspire to a social circle much
'higher than the one in which he be-
longs. When we speak of circles,
we mean those which the dollar es-
tablishes, and not those of true so-
ciety that is distin-guithed by culture,
breeding and morality. What is
known by circles of society of today
is the respective aggregations of men
and women who have the money to
go the gaits of that -particular circle,
and into which raver creeps the
thought of .how a person may stand
in a meritorious sense, but where the
dollar fixes the standard, be its pos-
sessor good, bad or indifferent.
Nk hen-we see the eight and ten-dol-
lar-a-week clerk and his most charm,
ing wife striving to go a pace be-
yond their means, and merely for
appearance's sake, we are reminded
of the frog wiho saw a bull and con-
cluded that be could make himself
as big as the man cow and at once
proceeded to inflate his little hide
with wind, but at last accounts he
was still a frog, and the terr-dolAr-a-
eek pig with the swells who have
;
the "dough." i
The Indianapolis News in discuss-
ing genteel poverty puts the class to
which we refer as the one that
causes more suffering than any other
kind. 'Me paper says:
A great majority of us know what
it is to be poor; to tight the battle
against such odds as sometimes
makes the contest appear an almost
ispelsss  or. Poverty, 'however, is
a relative term. To a man who is
low in the scale poverty means acute
physical sufferings for lack of nec-
essary food and shelter: To ethers
poverty means the surrender of cer-
tain comforts in which evety man
feels he has a right to share. But of
all poverty that classed as "genteel"
doubtless. causes more widespread
suffering than any other kind. This
is the poverty of the families that
are trying to keep up a social pace
which they cannot afford; the pover-
ty of the womah who cannot "get
along" on her 'husband's salary and
wear what she considers suitable
gowns for her club meetings; the
povir,y of Cie young man who tries
to shine out of true proportion to his
income; the poverty of the made over
gowns and the shiny coats.
More Scandal Charged in New York.
Following on the heels of the in-
surance scandals in New York, the
general assembly of that state 'ha;
instituted an inquiry into the meth-
ods of the street railway of New
York city and c/ifftgee br itiiTiromi
of dollar being made through cor-
rupt methods. If this offie'll investi-
gation sustains the allegations made,
the country will be treated to an ex-
posure of corporate' methods that
will make the insurance scandal a
side Show. It is claimed that suffi-
cient evidensie of fraud .exists to
make the representatives of the street
railways disgorge from thirty to
forty niAlions of dollars. Charges
are made against DiStrjet Attorney
Jerome accusing him of whitewash-
ing the affair, and of entering into a
des, conspiracy to enable the guilty ones
Iii tosi escape. The country will awaitgot mat,behind isointereet the details. cif the 'ffair
Frank CAM pt•a.sissts charck proves or
$30 and costs for sta, up6rs the country
ping his wife, Fannitts 
-make probable a
their home on Broad
end Seventh streets.' "'es in the strati.
There was riled nt }; of the relation of
owards the pub-
• •
the public of valuable frarichise.s and
picketing the profits of from tens ,
lof thousands of dollars to. millionsof •
idollar4s is rapidly becoming a ques-
tion Of grave importance to-the peo-
ple. No man can object to another HON. HENRY TYLER TALKS
making all the money he possibly ON "KENTUCKY BRIGADE"
can honestly, bat when it comes to
doing 'so through the channels of
corruption and tampering witch pub-
lic service, it becames'a fight to the
bitter end, and just like the greed of
dishonest corporations know IT
unds, the indignation of the peo- self Sold tit Tickets for the
ple when once aroused is very apt
to go beyond the confines of reason.
When it comes to a lot of capitalists
sapping the life blood of a city and
thereby imposing heavier burdens
upon the taxpayers, a revolt-naturally
follows, with dire consequences to
the offending ones. The millions of
dollars of profit above the legitimate
profit on actual investments must be
paid by someone, and that someone
is the public, of which, each individ-
ual citizen is a part and parcel. The
whole matter may be summed up in
this one simple question: "From
whose pockets comes the money to
pay the dishonest millions of dollars
of profits acquired by the few men
at the head of the various corporate
interest?" If certain men in New
York can he made to disgorge thirty
or forty millions of dollars that they
obtained by corrupt methods, those
who furnished the money expect to
make it back somewhere or some-
'how. Where is it to come from?
Every investment is entitled to a
legitimate profit, and when it goes
beyond that it means that someone
i; being robbed, and that's all al.:re
is to it. As the exposure of We
corruption in the late house of dele-
gates at St. Louis, and the frauds
perpetrated on the policyholders by
the big insurance companies served
to arouse the public conscience, the
alleged street railway conspiracy in
New York, if exposed, will benefit
the public immensely by arousing the
people to a greater activity in deal-
ing with public questions and pub-
lic servants.
•
The council of Chicago has passed
the ordinance to submit to a vote of
the people the proposition to issue
$73.noomoo of bonds for the purpose
Of that city buying the street rail.
ways and operating diewi.
It begins to look as if this coun-
try may have to treat China to a
round or two of a first-class fight
just to show that country what can
really be. done along that line.
•
—am • 1
PAID $5,000 OVER
THERE IS BROUGHT TO A
CLOSE GREENLEA LITI-
GATION
Attorneys for Estate Have Decided
Not to Carry the Matter Higher
—Accept Judgment.
Yesterday the street railway corn-
pais' paid over to 'sawyers Hendrick,
Miller & Marble.$5,000 to satisfy the
judgment gotten for that amount
against the car line for fatal injuries
suctained by Conductor Malcomb
ea several months ago. The
Jury during the trial several weeks
ago gave a verdict for this amount
against the traction line,- but both
plaintiff and defendant asked for a
new trial, which was overruled by
Judge W. M. Reed. The plaintiff
then appealed the litigation to the
appellate bench, hut now it has been
decided not to ,carry the action any
higher, and let the company pay over
the amount awarded against it.
Greenka was the young man who
was standing between two cars at
First and Broadway changing his
trolky, when a third car rolled up
and striking the second knocked it
hack against the first . and caught
Greenlea between the first and sec-
ond. His leg was crushed in such
a manner that he died late that after-
noon in Riverside hospital, where he
was taken for treatment.
The suit was brougiht in the name
of J. B. Pierce, who was made ad-
ministrator of the dead man's estate,
and who is an uncle of the conductor.
Charley .Wheeler represented the car
Company, which lost the litigation.
Dr. D. G. Murrell Yesterday Him-
Renowned Lecture
Hon. Henry Tyler, of Hickman,
Ky., has sent word here to the Con-
federate veterans and Daughters of
the Confederacy that the topic of his
lecture next Monday evening here in
The Kentucky will be "Kentucky
Brigade of Forrest's Cavalry," at
which time he will speak of the car-
eer of this renowned leader and his
able and noble followers.
Dr. D. G. Murrell appears to be
one of the most enthusiastic of the
veterans and is working like a Tro-
jan in order to make the lecture the
moat successful gathering ever oc-
curing here. Yesterday he was kept
constantly engaged with his large
professional practice for many hours,
but despite this fact found ample
time in which to sell just exactly HI
tickets for the address. At this rate
the box office the night of the lect-
ure will have no occasion to open,
as the house will be packed with
this* already purchasing. The
others are selling a large number of
the tickets also, but the doctor car-
ries off the horns, as his magnetic
and persuasive talk results in many
buyers.
The lecture is the same one Judge
Tyler delivered at Nashville, Tenn.,
before a crowd of several thousand
people, and the result of his appear-
ance 'there netted the Confederates
of that city over $1,000. It is rec-
ognized as one of the greatest topics
I
of the day and will be heard by a
packed house here.
It has been arranged for the vet-
erans to occupy the stage of The
Kentucky in a body next Monday
evening when Hon. Henry Tyler, of
Hickman, Ky., delivers his cele-
brated lecture on General Forrest.
The old soldiers will assemble in the
foyer` of the opera house and enter
in a body, and then take their seats
on the sta)pe around the eloquent
Ispeakeo.who will be greeted by acrewded house, as several hundredtickets have been sold. This will bethe finest oportunity for everyone to
hear one of -lthe .grandest I
lever delivered upon I renowne
acter, the possessot of which
among the silent majority left
battle field.
Ir1141110114, o LOSES HIS APPEAL/ MAWIC LINOOLIWS BIRTHInifiCE
Wanted at Owensboro.
Tony Ritchey. white, was arrested
yesterday by Detective Moore on the
charge of being wanted at Owens-
boro, Ky.., for cutting Walter Brad-
ley, of that place_ Ritchey is being
held pending word being received
from the officials there. .
Officers Hurley and Singery caught
Ritcliejl at the Union depot and turn
ed hien. °Vac to the detective,: who
teleptented the chief of police at
Owensboro of the arrest. The
ter said lie did not want Ritchey,
but the Sheriff did. Word from ths
sheriff is now being awaited. Jtitchey
acknowledges to having cut Bradley,
hut claims he was fined $too-and ex-
ecuted a replevin bond which' he
jumped. He has been in this cOy
only a few days
Dozier's Victim.
The woman that George Dozier
assaulted out at Twelfth and MeV
son streets Tuesday night, contimOs
to get better, but City Physician
Bass cannot tell whether -she will
Is, improved sufficient by tomorrow
to attend wart. The Warrant against
Dozier was continued until then,
and if she cannot come it will be
again postponed.
Nothing Developed.
Nothing has been obtainabte by the
detective' force leading to anything
definite establishing the identity of
the parties who murdered Burns B.
Garner and threw .his body into the
Ohio river, where tt was found Sun-
day.
Albany, N. V.,4 1 eb, ?4.—The court'
of appeals today upheld the indict-
ments against Abraham H. I-Infrimel,
the well-known N'ew York lawyer,
charging subornation of perjury in •
the Dodge-Morse divorce ease
Racket Raised.
Ernest Deckelheimer, of sop Trim-
ble street, last evening went out to
the home of his brother, 'Who ;Tildes
at the residence of Flailmari Gibson,
of the Tennessee street dossing for
the T. C. railroad. The flagman
lives 'sight beside the ffaghouse in the
road yards, and the brother of Deck-
elheitner married one of the Gibson
girls. Deckelheimet and the brother
got into a dispute and the Trimble
street mart had tea be arrested by
Officers and fihngery and
locked up. He had a gun on him at
the time d L4-nip Gibson claims he
tried to bet.
Fraokfort, Ky., Feb. 14.—A Lin-
coln memorial tablet in the public
square at Hodgenville, the birth-
ipoflacee rorf 1;A:bra-ham Propos-
ed in.a''bill introdneed in 'The house
ntriti today.yes
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'Elizabethtown council has pur-
chased site for the new, City Hall.
iMoutvain county farmers clamor-
ing for better road legislation. •
Dirt has been broken for a new
tobacco storage house at Cadiz. It
will have a large capacity.
It is said that the newly-incorporat
ed Kentucky Midland railroad is' to
be built at once from Madisonville
to Central City, Ky.
There is a bill now before the Ken
tucky legislature to legalize boxing
and the fight fans of the Blue Grass
state are living in hopes that it may
become a law.
Representative 011ie M. James has
been appointed a ifsetnber of the con-
gressional committee to go to Chi-
cago and hear the Michalek contest.
Representative Michalek's peat is
contested on the ground that he was
not a naturalized citizen.
There is a proposition before the
farmers of Trigg county now to or-
ganize a Farmers' Hardware com-
pany to be located at Cadiz, which
will take over the present hsrdware
hosiness of Terry, Whit & Co. The
proposition is to capitalize the com-
pany at $35,000, and enough stock
has alresely been subscribed to in-
sure the success of the enterprise.
A meeting Of all the rural mail
carriers ,of Graves county has been
called to meet in Mayfield Thurs-
day, Feb. 22, which is a legal holi-
day and they do not have to carry
the mails. The object of the gath-
ering is to organize an association
among themselves and become more
closely acquainted besides many oth-
er reasons.
ENLARGE PLANT
LIGHT COMMITTEEMAN SAY::
THIS WILL BE DONE
Advocates Borrowing Half of Mc •.ey
This Year and Then Provide fcr
Payments Next Year
One of the members of the light
committee from the municipal legis-
lative boards yesterday stated that
t the cuuncilmanic and akkrinanic
eSSICIDS next week this comm.; tee
-oulif bring in a report recommend-
ing that the city's light plant ba
not "farmed out" but that insicad,
about $30,000 be set aside for the- pur
pose of putting the plant in , rst•
class condition so as to anip4 :are
foe, the growing needs of i'adacah
for some years to come.
This committeeman 'speaking con-
tinued that he individually strongly
favored at first "farming out- the
public plant, but that be found pub-
lic sentiment so strongly agais rt it,
nearly to the unanimous point, that
the committee would not cousides
die reopositton further of the Stone
and Webster, people, bat recommend
the city retaining use .of its system,
and it be properly enlarged and im-
proved.
He said 'it would take about $20/
000 to do this, and although no pro-
vision for this expenditure was made
in ,this year's apportionment 'ordi-
nance, still they did not doubt but
what the electrical supply houses
would sell Paducah all the mechanism
wanted, 'half to be paid this year and
the balance next year. In defraying
the expenses 'this cOmmitteernan ad-
vocates borrowing Pomo this year
and then in the apportionment ordi-
nance for 19137 mike provision to pay
back this borrow and also for the
deferred one-half payment.
The committee has figured up what
they think it costs the city to run
the plant, and compared these.itgiires
with the proposipon made by the
private lightinecompany to supply
the current and furnish the public
lights. Some of the committeemen
still warn to "farm out" the proposi-
tion, and enlarge the power house.
'The authorities believe that he
amount mentioned above will equip
the power house,with sufficient ma-
chinery to furnish all the lights need
ed for the next ten years, 'the esti-
mate being that at the expiration of
that period not more thans35o will be
demanded of the plant.
Chased His Girl.
Last evening "Worry" Smith, a
well known colored character, how a
falling out with his sweetheart,
Emma McKnight, negress, at 1015
South Eleventh street, because he
thought she was untrue to hint and
showering her attentions upott an-
other. 'Worry" prOteedled to torry
her a tittle by chasing the woenan
through several yards, whes, she
sought refuge in a nearby home.
Smith had his revolver trying to
shoot her, hut others prevented.
Officers liturley and Singery went out
4
and arrested- him.
The oldest lighthouse in existence
is at Canning 'it was erected
in the reign of 'T'rajan,'•and was
built ie 1634.
re
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With every paper in Carts Dan- 1
ville,- Jacksonville, Mattoon, Paducah!
and Vincennes United and booming
the Kitty 'league the dream of the,
sporting editor of The Bulletin ever,
since the league's forination in 19031
for a greater league without the
dead one at 'Henderson, Hopkinsville
and Clarkaville, will be realized.
Given the lever of an united press,
and the world can be made more.;
Everybody all together for the Kitty'
Ileague in the fourth year of its exist-
ance.—Cains Bulletin.
aolillimmo•••••
Danville has so far soldi i,000
tickets at $t each for the opening'
game. They expect to dispose of ,
5,000. Danville with its n000 poptr-
lation and 25,000 more to draw from l
will be the bread winner of the Kitty'
league. Cairo, Paducah and Vincen-
nes will have to look sharply to their
laurels.
One more candidate for tht posi-
tion of left field- has been secured by
Manager Kolb, thy new candidate
being John Bartley, a graduate from
the Cincinnati amateur ranks and for
two seasons a member of the Texas
league club. -Bartley-'s contract was
received last Friday, a letter to this
effect having been received from
'Manager Kolb by the sporting writer
of The Capital. In the letter Man-
ager Eddie stated that Memphis of
the Southern league and several other
dubs, including Paducah, were after
the player. Bartley is a left-handed
'hitter and is said to be as fast an
outfielder as Lem Donovan, and a
daring base runner. He is a brother
to a twirler who made such a success
in the Southern league last season,
and who was drafted by the Philadel-
phia Nationals this season.—Vin-
cennes Capital.
.Danville is getting very busy sign-
ing players. Mainager Wortham has
signed Roy Blosser, thet "Kentland
Kid," and :it' is considethd a great
acquisition. C. D. Saltwarsh of Belle-
fontaine, 0., has been lusty ! as a
pitcher. lie is thought to h., a great
find., lie is tall in stature and has
always had. great command of the
ball and a variety of curves that
would make a spiral spring look- sick.
He has been playing independent ball
for two seasons. Bob Shaw, the
Paris backstop, has also been taken
on by the Danville management, and
will be utility man behind the hat.
It is understood that Berne King,
who hs signed with Decatur, is very
desirious of getting a place with tl
"Simese." Rertie is a warm member
all right, about the best shortstop
that has graced the Urban park dia-
mond, but it is likely that he is tied
up so tight that he will have to re-
main at Decatur, for the management
of the "Sirnese" will nut be inclined
to pay release money the first season
out. So far as can be learned, "Nig"
Langshin and "Red" Welch will be
the only men of last year's team to
be given a tryout for places with the
'Simesie.1----Miattoon Journal-Gazette.
"I sincerely hope Paducah will no'
claim the 1906 pennant unless the)
win it. and not act in the capacity
they did last season by making the
foolish cry when Vincenne • gave
them the bitterest pill they wets-
made to swallow when Donovan end
ed the thirteen inning game with
timely two-bagger which gave Vin-;
(emits its first championship."—Mlan-
ager Kolb of the Alice% in a letter to
the Vincennes Capital.
Mr. Kolb knows Paducah walked.
away with the six-club pennant and
Vincennes took the tgur-club flag, but
Manager Lloyd hair follishly agreed
to play a series of six games with
Vincennes after the season of the
Kitty was over for both Rags •ind
the Indians lost a majority of the
series, being crippled 'However the
pennant goes to Old Alice but' hon-
estly; Eddie, who should have had
it? Res:1y the six-club league pen-
nant was warded to Paducah and
\tanager Lloyd played it away, but
records should show 'hat
the '.i's club pennant was won by
Paducah.
Hass, who was with the Central
'league last season, has .a good -look
in for securing the captaincy of the
"Padukes." He is full of experience,
a good hitter, and all around good
man.
Vincennes wjll have French, Dono-
van, Mlatthewson, Whitley, Perdue.
Wilkinson and Barbour as the nu-
cleus around which they will build a
team for the season. Eddie Kolb is
trying to land Arthur Long for the
Old Post. Arthur offered to go to
Paduca'h, hut was turned down on
account of .eccentricities.
Danville, has Roue wild, over it
team and they are boosting things for
all iti worth.. •
'Cairo has 22 men signed and has
sent their names to 'President Goss
nell. Only 12 will be held', finally.
Angelo Marie will captain Cairo and
play rsecond. base.
The Kitty is to be known as the
"league of harmony" or "gentleman's
organization." ICS a good thing
"Old Bengal-l'W" TIelworth Itasn't
broken in or good. bye to harmony.
i 1
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YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDIF in any particular with the classof Job Printing you hove been
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to produce
effect.Ibe desired Proof of all
work submitted for your ap-
proval.  • • . •
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KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121$. 4th St. Phone 1058R
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
bto•Ves ar1d
Ftirr2itUrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
111-220 Court street. Old phone 1311
Clem Fransioli..
Moving wagon in connection.
re Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building
Phone mar- -Rid.
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside;
OSTEOPATH
6o3t,', Broadway
Phones, old 1431 New, 761
• 
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE tan NORTH FIFTM
it...TEL/LP/1U
vn Mee egg
01•1••••••
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-La
ROM 13 and is Columbia Sadie.
Old Phone log.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped fate lips
and hands Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
the skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. 11. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
A1111.•••
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
WW bring pleasure so your
home duriftg the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one. Big selection of
records.
Warren & Warren ,
Jewelers
403 I;iroadway
at •EinitintEai.
74. •
V
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POSTPONED
CORONER EAKER HELD NO
INQUEST YESTERDAY.
Mrs. Prince Is Resting Well at the
Hospital, and Her Foot Will
4 h Not Be Amputated
•
a
•4
Yesterday Coroner Frank Esker
postponed until g o'clock this morn-
ing the inquest that he is to hold
over the tremains of Mee. Joseph
Henley, of near the Union depot.
The coroner had set the inquest for
yesterday afternoon at 2:3o o'clock.
but found the crew of the freight
trate) which caused the accident could
not get back in time from Central
City, up the Louisville division, on
their regular schedule, so he post-
poned the investigation until this
morning in order that the: engineer,
concluctor and others can be here to
give their testimony.
The funeral services over the re-
mains of the deceased will be held
this afternoon at 2 o'clock at Little'
Methodist chapel, with Rev. T. J.
Owen officiating. interment occurp
immediately afterward at Qak. Grove
cemetery.
The inquest this morning will be
at the residence of the deceased, in
Littleville, several blocks from the
.dtpot.
This morning early Mrs. Fannie
Prince was much better and resting
well at Riverside hospital, where she
hes been since the mishap. Dr.
Bass yesterday said that at first lie
thought he would have to amputate
;the left foot of Mrs. Prince on ac-
count of the crushed bone, but yes-
terday the found this was not neces-
eark and they will be able to save
the foot. 
_
Mrs. Prince is getting over her
nervous shock, but continues to say
she doce not know Whether the train
hit them or she was pulled of by
Mrs. Henley. Coroner Eaker
is summoning everybody who saw
the accident to come to the inquest
this morning so it can be establishedjust how the mishap occurred.
It is stated that even if they did
jump the railroad is liable, as no flag
man was eeen at the caboose end of
the train to warn the ladies.
By mistake it was stated yesterday
morning that Mrs. Prince was Mrs.
Henley's sister, when in fact, she
as Mrs. Henley's aunt.
NOT FATAL
V.••••
CAPT. FRANK WAGNER SAYS
CAN SAVE /CHAR-
LESTON-
Marine Insurance Agent Says No
Loss on Her Is Coveted in
anew
Mississippi River.
Capt. Frank Wagner, owner of the
towboat Charleston, returned last
evening from Wolf Island, near Hick-
man, on the Mississippi river, where
the steamer is stranded high and dry
upon a sandbar. Nothing can be
done at present towards rescuing her,
and the owner returned, bringing
with 'him all the crew, except Car-
penter John Tanner and Watchman
James Jones, who will remain with
the craft to see that nothing further
goes wrong.
The river at that point has fallen
so tinuch that the Charleston is left
high and dry on the sandbar be-
tween WIWI Island and the Ken-
tucky shore. 'Whgons can drive from
the island right op to side of the
craft, and today the vehicles will
commence unloading the Charleston
of the 5i 'cargo of 2,500 sacks of
corn she tad aboard when she. struck
the bar. # This corn wilt be carried
back to the island and from there
loaded to another boat that has been
procured to haul it to Hicicman,
where the cargo will be re-shipped
over the railroad for Nashville, Term.
Captain -Wagner says that when the
water went so low that the. boat was
left on dry land, the strain broke the
hog-chains. and this caused the vessel
to break in twain on one; side, but
not through the entire hull center
frem side to side. His mereete left
there to watch her will remain aboard
guarding the craft, and when the Mis-
s;ssippi rises again a crew will be
sent down to patch her up so she can
be brought here for repairs on the
ways. Me-. Wagner estimates that
it will take' about $h000 to put her in
good condition again. He says the
report coining hare that the vessel
would be a total loss is untrue, and
he thinks he can save her
The boat hi fully insured. and the
Papers from Memphis, Tenn.. yester-
day accredited a marine insurane
man of there with the statement that
Capt. Wagner would not get any ins
%mance on account of the damage to
the Charleston, as the policy carried
on her did not cover accidents in the
difiesiesippit »Vele Au to this Capt.WIND up COURT
 w., gt nienrk a thse there  is 
 
company
a 
will 
question.havt. buto cthe
pay.
It has never yet been eiscovered
who it was that shot and killed the
colored deckhancl Oscar Bryant
aboard the Charleston las- Friday.
On the' clay Mate Oscar Rasmon of
the boat found two strange negroes
in the engine room and drove them
from the. craft. Shortly afterwards
someone commenced eprapid fire with
Winchester rifles from the bank.
sending brine' after bullet into the
craft out in the stream. Some balls
struck -Bryant, who died and was
buried at Hickman the next day.
Capt. Wegner cannot yet tell when
they will be able to get off the island
as it is ont predicted when there will
come a rise in the river sufficient for
this.
JUDGE REED BRINGS TERM
TO CLOSE TOMORROW
AFTERNOON.
Defendant Wants New Trial of Suit
of Herndon—Carter vs. Living-
ston and Company.
Judge Reed yesterday morning an-
nounced that he would bring this
present civil term of eiretti• court to
a close tomorrow, and then take' a
weeWn rest, before going to Benton
to -start his three weeks term of civil
and criminal court combined. To-
morrow will close a seven week's sit-
'log for him.•
Yesterday in the divorce suit of J.
L. Putnam against Katie Putnam the
• f - plaintiff asked the court to discon-
tinue the order compelling plaintiff
to pay defendant an allowance while
there was pending the didorce ac-
tion.
The defendant filed a motion for a
new trial of the litigation of Nettl-
eton-Carter & Co., against M. Living-
ston & Co. The court has not yet
acted fin the motion. Herndon-Car-
ter got judgment for several hun-
dred dollars against Livingston for
goods the latter boarish of plaintiffs,
but refused to pay for same.
An agreement was filed, requesting
dismissal of the cult of I. li. Wilford
gsinst II D. Render. The parties to
the action are in the coal business
and had made some notes to buy out
ate a third partner. Now they sued one
another Over the notes, but an agree-
ment is reached and matter, with-
drawn from emits.
c
Wants Divorce.
• Maggie esunwiwrs filed a suit for
divorce against Waiter Summers, t
whorn she wan Married here in Pad
cah during 'Mlay. 1002. She claim
that after only three months of mite-
vied life the abandoned her and has
never returned.
a
...1.1.,••••••••••.•
taken to Asylum.
Yesterday morning in the circuit
court the jury declared Tommie Lof-
tus. Wee crazy and otaated bittd to
(he asylum. at Hopkinsviile where pt
4 o'clock yesterday afternoon he whs
taken by Masers. Mann Clark and
ateney' F. Thompson.
•
Southwest in Storm's -Grip.
El Paso, Tex.., Feb. 13.—The heav-
iest raii . and flilOW atorth in years
ante prevailed over southern Arizona
and Sonora, 'Mexico, for forty-eight
hours.
Of the five settees, comtnon sense
and a sense of humor are the 'rarest.
BILL DEFEATED
sLEGISLATURE KILLS BILL TO
PRINT FORMULAS ON PAT-
ENT MEDICINE.
Hon. James M. Lang Returned From
Frankfort Where He Fought
This Measure Bitterly.
OUT AT LAST
PETE SMITH ABLE TO BE OUT
AFTER SIX MONTHS CON-
FINEMENT.
Hays Ashblock, Probably Be Sent
Home Next Monday—Captain
VVVliams Up.
Mr. Pete Smith, the well • known
leatherworker, is able to be out
again, after. a six months' confine-
ment at his home on Ninth and Jack-
son streets, with an attack of
paralysis. At the outset his condi-
tion he was very serious and the doc-
tors were doubtful as to whether he
would recover, but he has gradually
recovered until he can now walk with
assistance of a cane. He was down
in the city yesterday being greeted
by 'his many friends, who are happy
to again see him out.
The attack afflicted his right side
and he cannot well use his arm and
leg, but they are getting better and
the doctors think he may finally re-
covet full use of them. For nionthe
be lay helpless abed and unable to
move without assistance. He is be-
ing given the electrical treatment and
it is having a good effect.
Leave Hospital Soon,
Hays Ashbloclo will probably be
sent home next Monday from the
railroad hospital, where he has been
the past two weeks as a result of
getting his foot and ankle cut off
y a freight train at Big Clifty on the
Louisville dsvision. He will be able
to get out of bed today or tomorrow.
He was on a freight that was-slowing
down when lie jumped off, stumbled
and ;n rolling fell under the wheels.
He is a section hand.
Captain Out Again.
Captain Mike Williams, superin-
tendent of the marine ways plant, I.
able to again be out of his home at
Third and Miadison streets where he
was confined about ten days a result
of severe and painful injuries he re-
ceived' by slipping and falling on the
ice.
Suffering With Tonsilitis.
Engineer Ifarry Kellar, of the
portoffice building, is. suffering frotn
a severe attack of tonsilitis.
Be Out Shortly.
Dr, J. S. Troutman yesterdas said
that by next Wednesday Officer
James Clarle would be sufficiently re-
OVe tad from his *injuries to be out
(if the house on crutches but he can-
not resume worts on the police force
'until sometime the last of this month,
*if then. • It will be eight weeks next
Mlonday since he was shot at
Eleventh and Broadway by John
Tice, the drunk-crazed watchman of
the I. C. tosserbouee.
4. Remove Cast.
Today the plaster paris cast will
be moved from the leg of Fred Men-
zler, the etationman, injured doting
'the runaway several' weeks ago. It
will be a month yet before he is
able to rem:me work at his depart-
ment on Tenth and Jones street.
Hon. James M. Lang returned yes-
terday morning . from Frankfort
where he went to appear before the
kgislative committee and. oppose the
bill, loeiking towards compelling the
manufacturers of patent me 'icines to
print their formulaseeipon the bottles
containing the medicines. The com-
mittee took a vote upon the bill Wed-
nesday afternoon and decided by a
unanimous vote to report unfavor-
ably on it, and then yesteraay when
it was presented to the full house, it
winiearfeated by nearly every vote,
so stater -telegrams-- received by Mt.
_ _
- •Lang. •
Mr. Lang said that if the bill
passed it 'would; have injured the
business of every druggist over the
entire state, as the manufacturers of
patent medicines announced neir in-
tention of not selling in Kentucky if
the legislature Compel/ter them to
print the formulas upon each bottle,
which was not required in any other
state of the udion.
Another druggist of here said the
reason the doctors all opposed patent
medicines was becaue! the sale, of the
Maniffattenea medicines Inocked the
physicians out of much Money they
would otherwise derive by writing
prescriptions for patients, who by use
lehtented good!, ran ait;y• these lat-
ter outright withou' paying the doc-
tor a dollar for al prescription, and
then also pay for the compounded
medicine.
There was also killed at Frankfort
yesterday the bill .providing for any
oity and aouillfy ia vote -as si *hole
on the local option question. It was
known as the "unit bill."
STABBER IS SANE
DECLARE DOCTORS
Commission of Physicians Which Ex-
amined Brady Will So Report.
St. Louie, Feb re,. -the commis-
sion of slienists, selected by Circuit
Attorney Sager, to ascertain the phi'
deal 'and mental condition of John
Lawrence Brady,' the self-confessed
%omen ritabber, made an etamination
of the prisoner, and will submit a re-
port to Mr. Sager assuring 'him that
Brady is of sound 'mind and physique.
He stabbed fifteen-women
AFTERNOON
CEREMONY
MISS PLOY BUTZE AND MR.
FRANK BURROWS WERE
MARRIED
Miss Laura Spencer and Mr Lynn
Reeves, of Reevesville, Ill
United Here
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clinck
there' occurred the marriage cere-
mony 'for Miss Floy Butze and llir.
Frank J. Burrows, at the St. Fran-
cis de Sales parsonage, on Sixth
street near Broadway. Rev. Fail*
Jansen officiated for the euptiala that
were ivitnessed by a number of
ftienda and relatives. late cotiple
was attefided by Miss Elizabeth
Wise and Mr. Walter Burrows, lab
ter .hrother of, the 'mom.
For ilie 6ccaiion the charming Ad
dainty young; ;bride was attractively
gowned in a dainty suit' of Mae, with
becoming hat to match, while the
bridesmaid was garbed in a charnaifig
afternoon suit.
.The contracting parties are among
the city's exceedingly popular and
well known young people, who have
numerous friends to wish tit ern much
The firandest Opportimity
Ever Offered!
We have decided to discontinue the re-
tail sale of Furniture in Paducah, to de-
vote our entire energies to our factory,
and will close out our entire stocks at
114-116-207-213 South Third street
at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an
immense stock of Furniture AT COST.
It is going to be sold at once. The
greatest opportunity ever offered Padu-.
cah housekeepers to furnish up. Every-
erything ,marked in plain figures. Come
early and avoid the rush. Terms of sale
: : • •CASH. • . : , •.• • • • •
.-Saltit=t=t • •-•
The Paducah Furniture Mantifg Ooa
‘4••••—•••••. 
.00 SHOES
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-CURED FOR $2 oia, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOROUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULARWE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERYPAIR TS WARRANTED YOU SEE WE KN' THE SHOEPROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS orEXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH AREDEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUAR,' NTEE
e.ETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOURHEALTH DEMANDS GC., ) SHOES THIS WEATHER
04006.14118ide
•
Lender Lydon,'
309 Broadway, 4111. Paducah, Ky. IrereilialCatild:-.
A•11..•joy and happiniess in their Marital
career.
They will make their home on
North Sixth detreet
Outsiders Wed Here.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
in the dental parlors of Dr. A. S.
Dabney in the Trueheart building,
on Broadway near -Sixth street,
there was united in marriage Miss
Laura Spencer and Mr. Lynn Reeves
of Reevesville, Ill. 'Pae ceremony
was performed by Rev. T. J. Owen,
of the Paducah Methodist City Mis-
sions.
The young people came over here
accompanied by the yoidig lady's
mother and young man's tether, and
being strangers seeking a quiet place
for the ceremony, the well known
dentist offered the use of his parlors
where the »initiate Were witnessed
by the occupants of the office build-
ing.
The quartette . returne• d to their
home late in the afternoon.
Children's' Day. 
.
The first "Childrenh Day' will eidt
be conducted this afternoon at Car-
negie library on ,Ninth and iBroai -.,
way, as it was thought there mig t
by, Mrs. L. ,M. Rieke stating ye $-
tcrday that arrangements would el f
be completed for inauguration. of th s
feature at the institution until o
week from today. Preparations. to
Chet end art gradually being made
and very, conservatively, too, ies
those in charge desire to mike it
keeping thr children in close touch
with ,current and historical events of
the day that it will materially and
lastingly benefit thern intellectually.
Corning Events.
The Matinee Musicale club is try-
ing to get David Dishman, the sing-
er, to stop and appear here while on
his Southern tour during March. He
is one of the country's celebrities,
and possessor of a grand voce.
Mrs. Harris Rankie will next
Wednesday afternoon at the Palmer.
entertain at cards, complimentary to
the Sane Souci club.
Mrs. W. J. Hills and daughter,
Miss Blanche Hills, will on Friday,
the 23rd, entertain at cards at their
home on North Ninth, compliment-
ary to their guests, Mrs. Irvin Mc-
Arthur, of Pa Pierre Mich., and
Miss Leona Kessell, of Pontaic.
Mich.
just For Fun.
Otherwise engaged--"It must be
a lot of work to write an historical
novel."
"Yes." 'said the author; "it takes so
Much time that one relay dosen't
have a chance to read much history.-
esWastineton Sear.
C. MANN! 4EARS,. M. D.
Office 1.707 Meyers ,St.
Teiephone 377.
one of the most beneficial adjuncts
ever started here for the benefit of DR.
 R.
 F.the little ones 
.garticular, as per-
fainii. to their 
education, 
it iknis 17- BROOKIJILL BUILDING.lhaed that by addrealliing (hens stid TELEPHONE NO. 444.
HEARNE
PABST BUTE RIBBeli
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Euffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagomarsino.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Coiipourtrigs
Not a drink, but a scasenable prep-
aration especially adapted for cough.
and colds accompanied by fever a* its
La Gripp, etc
Very Palatable.
50e end' • Bottles.
BACON'S
7th ••- Fos phore-fi C: e Sta.. plane
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)BUSINESS DEAL
Abram L. Well & C. Buy Out Mr
Ashbrook's Business.
...'o the Public: I desire to inform
ate public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to '1:r well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
continuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city for the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowledge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We desire to infoim all of having
brought the business of Mr. Ashbrook
and hope for a continuance of the
liberal patronage accorded him.
gna-:,nteeing .atisfa7t: ti and ap-
preciation.
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The CDurier-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young, \ lorren Abroad As
Its Quests.
The Courier-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses Roy-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this 9ection. Briefly, the
Journal proposes to take on sevi.
weeks' tour abroad nineteen youn
women from Kentucky and Southero
Indkatte, :1:a-expenses paid, from the
day t1;:. 'party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chaure the Courier-Journal has
divide4 I nuisville and Kentucky and
„Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the tecoa popular young
woman from each diste:ct is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young woman is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Couei er-Journal a7e to sel•ict the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone wl
cost the Courier-Joie-nal about $15,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnees. TI.ere may
be a young wen-an .from section
who is a canrbidate for this tour.
Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
details of the tour.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Special Excursion Rates.
On February 2oth, 19°6, the Illinois
Central Railroad company, will sell
tickets at extremely low home ...seek-
ers' excursion rates from Paducah to
various points in Mississippi, Louis-
iana, Mexico, Kansas, Missiouri, In-
dian Territory Texas, Nebraska,
North and South Dakota and to
other territory in the West and
South, tickets good for 21 days to
return, and for .stop-overs on the go-
ing trip.
One-Way Colonists.
One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
For further information apply to,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD,
T. A., Union Depot.
Mardi Gras At New Orleans.
For the above occasion, the Illinois
Central Railroad company will sell
tickets from Paducah to New Or-
leans and return at $15.65 for the
round-trip, tickets to he sold Feb-
ruary 21st., to 26th., inclusive, and
good 'returning until March 3rd., with
privilege of extention until March
17th., by depositing ticket and upon
the payment of so cents additional.
For further information apply to,
J. T. DONOVAN, •
Agent. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIED,
T. A.. Union-, Dvot.
' Low Rate to Louisville.
Oin account of the meeting of the
department of Superintendence-Na-
Education Association at Lou-
ieville, the Central Railroad
company will sell tickets February
24th, 25th and -26th from Paducah at
$6.95 for the round trip, good re-
turning until March 4th.
For further information apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
.Padticah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.,
Union Depot.
Low Rate to Nashville-
Ott account of the Student Volun-
teer Movement of Foreign Missions.
the Illinois Central Railroad will yell
I tickets from Paducah to Nashville
and return on February 26t4i, 27th
and 28th at $4.75 for the round trip.
good returning until March loth.
For further particulars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
c, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WAR'FIELD, T. A.,e Union, Depot.til Lits• 
got mak For Sate.behind thti f dry heating and cookFrank Cane, 25 per two-horse load$3o end cosh: tly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Ping his wife, South Third' streettheir home on 2.
and Seventh street
There t-ni &led
Her Trouble.
"Your wiLi doesn't look well?"
"She isn't."
"She looks worried?"
"She Is.
"What's th3 trouble"
"I had the :)arty-line telephone taken
Out of my 11use."
"That's a funny thing to worry
about."
"Oh, I don't know; she has no way
now of finding out what her neigh-
bors are about."—Houston Post.
Like a Woman.
"Did you notice that hat that Mn.
Scrumptious had on at the theater, to'
night, Mollie?"
"I should say that I did. It was
perfectly horrid, and they say that she
brought It from Paris with her."
"Well, I'm just sure that she bought
it on one of tiros* little back streets
there."--Cincinaati Commercial-Trile
.une.
Bightecualy Indignant.
Jenks—The Wes to14 me this morn
lug that loo' ed as It I bad gone ti
bed with my 'othes on. I told kite
pretty sharpl: ''.it he was mistaken
Clark—Ok, now, yon know yosdid IL
Jenks—I did not. These are mybrothers clothes.—Philadelphia Press.
Buena's I. Business.
Woman--What! Twenty cents foz
that little piece o' beef? It's out-
rageous—it's robbery—it's a shame,but I s'pose I'll have to pay it.
Butcher—It'll cost ye a quarter,
now, mum. I'm sorry ter say th' price
hex gone up again while you've been
kicking about it.—Life.
Still Working.
"I found an adder in my kitchen this
morning."
"Nonsense! This is not the season
tor snake stories."
"This Is no snake story. I was re-ferring to my gas meter."
"Oh, mine's a multiplier."—Houston
Post.
Too True.
Robinson—They say that there are
two things that a man cannot dodge—death and taxation.
Smith—Well, I never have known
anyone to dodge death successfully, but
I have known of several of our mil-lionaires dcrIging taxation.—ClncianaUCommercial-Tribune.
Putting It Gently.
Mrs. Knewbride—Don't you like this
cake, George? I made It with my ownhands.
Mr. Knewbride—Yes, my dear, but—
er—I think there must be some typo-graphical errors in your cook book.—Cleveland Leader.
Acoompllehed.
Tess—Oh, yes, she was married on
the thirteenth.
Jess—On the thirteenth? Graciousiisn't that unlucky?
Tess—How can it be unlucky it
she's actually married?—rhiladelphia
Press.
Judging by Precedent.
—This book of yours is full of rank
nonsense."' aid the publisher.
"In that case," answered the author,
"I shall have to ask for a larger roy-
alty. It's success is assured."—Wash
ington Star.
Just Too Sweet.
Miss Elder—Yes, Jack asked me to
be his partner for life, and I accepted.
Miss Younger—How lovely! And
you will be the senior partner, won't
you, dear?--Cleveland Leader.
lilary's Frankfurters.
Mary had some little "dogs."She put 'em in to stew;
They Over growled a single bit,
Until she'd eaten two
—Yonkers Statesman
STRAP - HANGER'S FORCE OF
HABIT.
Jones (arriving late, after a busy
day, and addressing his wife)—Madam,
take my .1beat, please. I'm 'cushtomed
to sthanc1.—The Sketch.
9 No Delay.
Knicker—Has Smith's auto every
eionvenience?
Bocker—Yea; be carries his own cop
to arrest him and his own judge to try
him.--N. Y. Sun.
Wasted.
Patience—Priscilla says there's moth.
tag wasted in her house
Patrice—She's wrong. I saw her kiss-ing her pet dog—YOnkers Statesman.
Worse Titan an Ordinary Break.
"Can you lend me lye, old wear
"Broke again?"
"Yes, I guess it is • oompoundfracture this time."---erown Topics.
How It Goes.
Edgar--In winter the ice man has
my sympathy.
Oscar—And the coal man yourMoney.—Town Topics.
English as She Is Spoke.
Wossatoogot?
Afnoonnoos. Lassdition.
Enthinkinnut?
Naw. Nuthninnut 'cept lasspeech
rosefeles. Lottarot.
Dongayso? Wosswelherpredleb
shun?
Sesrain. Donbleevtho, Funthinip
Thasright!—Life.
A Profitable Failure.
Simple--Scribbles was telling Methat he made £50 out of his last vol.
ume of poems. Is it true, do yovthink?
The Cynic—Yes; his publishers'
warehouse was burned down with allthe poems, and as he was well insured.
Scribbles' share cams to 60 quid. Lucky
chap, isn't he?
Poor Venue.
Poor 'Venus has an awful timeAmong those other stars—
She cannot wear her saturn dress,
Nor closer sit to Mars.
—cincianati commercial-Tribune.
MITIGATING CIECUIRETANCIZ
Judge-3o you confess that you stoli
the suit of clothes? Have you any.
thing to say In mitigation of sentence;
Prisoner—Yes, your honor. The vest
was a wretched fit —Fliegende Blset
ter.
Relined Cruelty.
Clara—How do you haze a girl al
your college?
May—We lock her in her room and
then tell her through the keyhole about
the beautiful bargains which are to be
bad at mark-down salea—Town Top-
ics.
It Often Happens.
"I understand you played a solo at
the musicale last night."
"No: merely an accompaniment."
"Why, nobody sang."
"True. But everybody talked."—
Chicago News.
Those College Habits.
"Tq be frank, this is pretty bum
000kitig, old man."
"I know it, but my wife is just out
of college."
"Still, I wouldn't let her haze me."—,-
Chicago Sun.
Nasty.
Estelle—I said a word last night
that made Clarence the happiest man
on earth.
Eileen—Why, I didn't know you
were going to refuse him.—Cleveland
Leader.
Open to Conviction.
"Do you believe in the reIncarna
Mit'?" asked the mystical woman.
"I don't know," answered the man
who weighs his opinions,: "I have
never seen it tried."—Washington
Star.
Had To.
Jimson—Well, well! That's the first
time I over saw you give a woman
your seat in a crowded car.
Jayson--Not so loud, please. That's
our cook.—Cleveland Leader.
• Give Away.
"Do you think she ii very WC"
"Yes, awfully. I heard her speak
of 'av-ingiag on the gate' when she
was a little girl. It's a long time since
tencesf —Detroit Freee Press.
Happy Days.
Estelle—Clarence. just think of It!
Five vreAts from to-day and we will lie
married.
Clarence—Well. let's be happy while
we may.—Tit-Bits.
Cruel.
Young Mother—Oh, Mr. Bachellor
you must gee my little baby. He's
such a funny little felow.
Bachelor—Well, Natute will have
her little joke.—Puck.
His Chance.
Mrs. Jawhaek—I'John, wake up! You
are talking in your sleep. •
Mr. Jawback—Lemme 'lone. Its the
only chance I ever get, ain't it?—
Cleveland Leader.
At the Concert.
Patience—That longhaired man
with the diamonds, at the piano, I Just
heard started life as a poor musician.
Patrice—Wail, he's that yet.—Yonk
ere Statesman.
Perfectly Simple.
"Tour language Is very simple."
"Yes?"
"Yes; you say when a fighter is all
in It is easy to put him out."—Hout•
ton Post
Not Single.
He—How many sisters have you got?
She—Two.
"Are they single?"
"No, they're twins."—Yonkers States-
man.
NOW ON
Our Special Book and
Sheet Music Sale!
Begins Feb. 15th and continues TWO
 WEEKS Better GET IN onthis for it is a GOOD THING.
Prices cut on ALL BOOKS, BIBLES and DICTIONARIES. SomeRatraordinary cuts on Popular Musiv.
Harbour's Book Department.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Ma 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 16%
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity BuildingOffice Phone, 484-An
Residence Phone, 323
For Vaults, Monuments and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : : : 3
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT. 160.3 TRIMBLE ST.,, PADUCAH, KY,
DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging trom $16 to $100.'
The Victor for $22.00
Ill A BEAUT. I '(EMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUTTHE PRICES DO 1 ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
7-inch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THEFACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIONHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL IN FORMATIONABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF NEEDLES—THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM i P. M. TO 9 P. M. 
‘`,-T.,f1.;4.1.2-1:... .4 •
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON G I LB E RTC)
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson PADUCAH, KT,
Che litifftt
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray,
 Proprietor.
1 FINE OLD WINEt AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Afine noonday for as cents..
IMIRMIR11.0
Paducah Transfer Company
(Lccor Domed.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii Attorney
-at
-Law,P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt. • Room a No. s, Columbia Building.
.4.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you went ciothes cleaned,
dyed oi repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest line ci samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
WW practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River kaiaks
et company—the cheapest and beef
eacursion_nut af Paducah.
$8.00 for the Pound
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleaeure, earr.fort
and rest; good service, g table,good rooms, etc. Boats ,12 each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. In.For other information apply to Jae.Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
-...••••••4
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Mice hutuis
7 to 9 11. M.; 1 to 3 p. m.. 7 tO p. sip
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone s88 at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone tan.
Residence, 1119 Broadway.
Phone to,
J. C. Plowboy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REE1)
LAWYERS
Rooms so, is and 13, Columbia Ilide.
PADUCAH,, KY.
Dr. B. T. Halt
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 35,5.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone 16116
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Ilsperiatuatint.
4cii Fraternity soon.
Old Phone 4o8 Red; NOW.Pbetee 9e.
Paducah, Katiocky.
E. H. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-3 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
New Phone oci.
SPECIALTIES:
Ao tracing of Title,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
A. S. DABNE
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
OLIVER, OLIVER & 14'GREGOR.
LAWYERS.
*••••
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room ire Fraternity Building,
New Phone 114, Old Phone 303. 4
H. T. t-lessig.M.p.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone Ito.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zoo NORTH FIFTH STREET
- 
Both Phoaee assOffice hours II to so a. m, fosp. in. and 7 to 9 Q. in.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
•1
t I
s
•
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TO WRITE THE WRONG PROOF THAT YOU .
NEVER CAN TELL.BY SIDNEY ALLNUT.
"Miss Jane is in the garden," Wild
the maid.
She was quite right. Jane was not
only in the garden, physically, but was
also entirely absorbed in it, mentally,At all events, It was not until I had
'ventured on my third salutation that
else condescended to become oouscious
'of my presence.
"I wonder you are not ashamed of
myself!" she began egcouragingly.
"It sometimes surprias me," I ad.
witted.
Jane glared. She hasp particularly
4emoralizing gl' re.
"It is a good thing yoa are able to
*es what cause there is for it," she
said.
"Ah!" said I. "Shows there's not so
Much the matter with me, after all."
"After all what?"
"Well, of course there have been
./ times"-) grew reflective--:"That Hes-
-hey -affstr,--for -tuna
lupe, hardly fair to the girl-"
Jane was up9n me at once.
"What girl?" she demanded.
"Oh, nothing. I beg your pardon.
`d 'Thinking aloud, you know. Bad habit.
Must break myself of it."
Jane did not follow my lead. My at-
tempt to create a diversion was a fail-
USW
"I hate men who think they know
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
marguerite abstractedly, and looking
at nothing in particular
I agreed. "So do I. Most objection-
able animals."
"It seems to me that the very thlfiSt
they think they know are the things
'that anybody who does know could tell
them they don't know."
I rested my bTad on my hand for a
moment or two.
"Clive it up," I said finally.
Jane was really quite angry. Her
cheeks were flushed like wild rose
se petals. She looked so entirely kissable
hsd diffi-ulty in restraining myself,
but concluded that it would not be
st safe.
Besides we
ement the day
"What do
mane.ed.
"Sorry! Thought it was a
you know." I smiled at Jane
had broken our ems's-
hiefo:e.
you mean?" she de-1
riddle,
vacu-
ousiy.
Jane stamped her foot. She was
'wearing very dainty shoes. I noticed.
"No one can call me unreasonable,"
she began.
"I wouldn't advise them to." said I.
"But," Jane continued, taking no no-
tice of my remark, "in this instance I
consider your conduct outrageous."
Here she threw out her arms in a
,manner too graceful to be believed tin.
flees seen, and apparently appealed to
ILI the visible universe-including two
rooks and a tortoise-shell cat-for sup-
port
"Upon my word. I- don't know what
you mean," I began, when a light
•4 dawne4 upon me. "Unless you
pened to see the Times yestery
morning."
I felt nervous.
did see the Times," said Jane
with all the severe dignity of which
she was capable.
It tecurs to me that it is aatorishing
how dignified she can look for so Mill
person.
"But you always have
graph." I objected feebly.
"Mr. Timmins, who lives at 'The
Gooreberry Bushes.' was good enough
to send me his copy of the Times last
night, thinking I might be interested
to see your letter. And," said Jamie,
freesIngTY, a`I was."
I registered internally
wring Mr. Timmins' neck
dTha Gooseberry Bushes"
Available opportunity.
Jane was continuing.
• What do you know about 'The Lack
vet the Governing instinct in Wqmen'!*
IliThat do you know about,,sromen. in.
deed? Or about governing, for the
matter of that?"
I was dumb.
"What do you meg!' by saying that
all history proves women to be abso-
lutely a failure as rulers' What do
,you know about hictory? or about rut,
erg? or about anything except tennis!
And what about Queen Elizabeth? and
Cleopatra? and Mrs. Fawcett" and that
Assyrian woman? and ever so many of
dhem?"
Jane paused for lack of breath.
I smiled a rather unsuccessful smile
and began to explain. I am good at
explanations. As • matter of fact. I
;WILII very proud of that letter. It was
srfull of close and careful reasoning, and-
'had given me no end of trouble to
write. That was why I wanted to put
-my name to it, thinking Jane would
never see it.
But no matter.
Ir After about an hour and a half of
Jearefut evasion and prevarication I
succeeded In averting Jene's anger.
She apologised prettily, in the man-
ner calculated to do the 111108t good.
"How silly of me not to see that it
was just a satire, and not meant seri-
ously at all," she said.
di There was an interval for refresh
cats.
-
to"And you believe women eta govern,
after all?" she observed again
I hedged a bit. "Some women can."
It was the most I could bring myself
to admit.
"Just wait until we are married,"
said Jane, playfully, "and, you'll dis-
cover one of theml" 
•
I went home thoughtfully.-Black
d White.
the Tele-
a vow, to
and burn
at the firs:
No Rand-Out.
De world may owe you a livin',"
U.ncle Eben, "but you's gotter do
stlinpin' to let de world know dat you's
oft band to collect it."-Washir ;ton
Oar. _
The artistic structure of soap that
the storekeeper was building onlylacked a few dozen cakes of comple-
tion, but that necessitated the open-ing of a new box, and the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on his
work, went to the back room Mtn'
the cold chisel. At that moment Bud
Jones, entered the store and, with a
sidelong glance and grin at Washing.ton Hancock, pulled out the key cake
of the arch and fled, whooping with
delight at the ruin that strewed the
countel and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, Bute," said
Hancock, consolingly, to the store-
keeper. "I don't reckon he knowed
that you'd been all mortal'. fun' it
up. He jest allowed he'd have a little
sport with you. There ain't no real
harm in Bud an' cumin' never done
no good to noboay, nohow."
"If he don't come to be hung I miss
wrathfully.
"You don't know," said Hancock.
"He might make a good reformer.
He's al, e you a chanst to make a
right smart better dofunny than you
had afore. If he hadn't been askeered
o' you he might have told you how to
build it up again. No sir-es, you can't
never tell what a boy is goin' to turn
out nor what his raisin' is goin' to
do for him. Jever hear of Gosport
Scubberly?"
"No, nor I don't want to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
up the scattered soap.
"You don't know until you do hear
about him," said Hancock. equably.
"You probly think he's a new brand
o' prunes, but he ain't. He's a pros.
p'rous citizen, an' I remember the time
when it was the gen'ral opinion that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
Bud Jones is worth a ten-acre lot full
o' boys like Gos Scubberly uster be,
an' Gm owns a right smart o' real
estate in San Francisco an' draws a
sal'ry that Sul make you'r mouth
water. Uster be runnin' around hare-
foot right in this village."
"It's the smart ones what gits out
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
"Goa wasn't smart," said Hancock.
"lie was about as ornery an' tridin' a
boy as ever gladdened a fond mother's
heart. He wasn't enough of an idjit
to put in the state asylum, but he
diernt lack much of it. He was as
homely as a mud fence an' as lazy as
-as Marve Parsons, there. His moth-
er jest kep' him out o' school an'
didn't do a single Livia thing but feed
him up an' make over him-'specially
feed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but eat an sleep. Nobody
blamed him, either, for lila' Scubberly
was a little the best cook that ever
drew the breath o' life in Missoura.
"She was a *Odder woman an' Gos-
port was all the young one she had.
Scubberly left he a good farm an
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
lived in town. She took a notion that
Goe was dellitIt an' wasn't likely to
live long an' she hardly let him out
of her sight.
"Well, as I' was saytn'. bils' Scub
bony was a No. 1 cook. She could
make waffles that 'ud jest melt in
your mouth, an' make pies that if
you wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an'
she'd take herbs an' flavorin's an'
seasonin's an' do things to chickens
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream could be done to
'em. She made a little garden out
back of the house an' raised all thaw
tier of garden truck an' ski) was all
the time lookin' around in the stores
for suthin' good or studyin' up re-
ceipts in the paper for suthin' new
that she reckoned might tempt Gos-
port' delikit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
git to be delikit. His vittlea had to
be about Jest so for him to eat 'em
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too much flavorlif
in 'tother an' too little in suthin' else
You never seen nothin'- like it. An'
all the time folks was sayin' what
would become o' Gosport when he
growed up, him never doin' • lick or
getUn' any sense or gumption. They
finly got to talkin' to the widder about
it, an' they did get her sorter skeered,
so she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up • little money for Oos. But
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked an' put up preserves an'
sasses more'n ever, an' worked har
der'n ever in the garden..
"Fin'ly when Goa was about 20 years
old she give up an' died.'
"What did the boy do then?" asked
the storekeeper.
"Looked around for a place to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left hire
clost on to $10,000, an' he tiled to
buy muthin' to eat with It. But there
wasn't nothin' in town fit, so he took
a steamer one day an' went down the
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back
a year broke an' ready for plain hog
an' hominy, but he wasn't." -
"Speculated with the $10,000?"
queried Parsons.
"No." replied Hancock. "He spent
it all an' then got a good 'job. Wen-
ceslaus Stevens came bi It from San
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport
there. He was taster for a big tea
house. They said he had the finest
palate in the whole trade. He's still
makin' money on that palate. Ornery,
fat an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but
he's Makin' big money."
"The old lady done well by him,
after all, ther," commented the store
keeper. "He'd probly have been on
the county if she hadn't edgercated
hk; palate." ,
"I den't know," said Hancock,
thoughtfully. "He might 'have done
torable wa Ti ke store."e-Chicago
Daily News.
AN-EXPERIMENT
IN TELEPATHY.
"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
but it's $20 faster than I am," sighed
one of the chair holders of an uppez
Broadway hotel. -The worst part of it
all is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend."
The speaker took a deep puff on a
cigar of the sort that Is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped in on my friend just for
the sake of old times. Cosey littlejoint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
sideboard, wheel, folding bed and tele-
phone.
"He seemed tickled to death to see
me. Wanted to know all about little
old New York. Whether the pavement
was down on Forty-second street yet.
where the dead line was now and
whether it sagged as much as it used
to. Then we gradually switched the
talk over to the theaters.
-said sue len-
ly. 'I know a young fellow right here
in this town that's got every vaude-
ville artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the flies. He does mind reading that
would make Heller look like a mental
illiterate. Fact is, he's a, sort of
nephew of Heller's, come to think of
it But you don't believe it? Wait
till I show you.'
"He hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
-Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'You pick any card you likefrom the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's there. I'll bet
you $20 even that he can tell you the
.card you picked over the 'phone.'
"Well, I hated to take money from
an insane man like that, but I've al.
ways heard that they're apt to get via-
lent if you don't let them have then
own way. So i dug out a twenty and
picked the king of 'clubs.
-You're on,' I told him soothingly
'I think that his number is 30(
Blank,' he said, taking a little notbook
from has pocket. 'Yes, here it is: Mr.
Adams, 306 Blank. Call him up your-
self so's there won't be any question
abeut it.'
"I went to the 'phone and got :10C
Blank.
-Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
"'yea, this is Mr. Adam,,' came
back.
"'Well, I took a card from the dockjust now. What was it?'
"There was a little pause, and then
'Hello, yes, well, it's the king en. clubs.'
"Wouldn't that Jar you?"
The speaker took another long puff
on his cigar as if to make himself for-
get his other troubles.
"There certainly is something in
this occultism that we can't under-
stand," commented the man on his
right.
"Yes, there's $20 of mine in it. but I
can understand it, all right enough,"
continued the man behind the cigar.
"Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to see me and to drop in again
soon and he'd try to have Mr. Adams
up there to meet me.
"I was still thinking about it on the
street a few minuted later when who
should I run into but Spider McBride
"Well, I told Spider where I'd been
and all about Heller's woinderful
nephew.
-You don't say no!' said Spider
'Why, I dropped twenty on that same
cuss Ain't he a wonder, though? Jen.
kins, his name is.'
"'No, Adams,' says I.
"What? Heller's nephew? Jen
kills, I tell you. And his telephons
number's 306 Blank. I don't drop
twenty so often but what I can re-
member the details when I do.'
" 'Oh, well, I know his name**
Adams, but what's the use in fighting
about it? Let's go in here and get r
drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort ofjoint, and we had t^ a or three drinks
Then Spider recollected that he want-
ed to telephone to a man named
Smith, who occasionally did odd jobs
for him as government assayer.
"Spider wit to the 'phone, but just
as he was about to take the receivem
off the hook the bell rang. Spidet
took the message.
"'What?" he exclaimed through the
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
number. 'Hanged if it isn't! Yes, this
is 306 Wank. What do you want?'
'Say.' he called over to the barten-
der, 'some one wants to talk to Mr
Jones.'
"'I think Mr. Jones; is the two of
diamonds,' he called back to Spider.
'You'll find the list under the 'phone
book.'
"I'd gone over to see what the game
was.
"Spider pulled a long typewritten
list out from under the 'phone book
and glanced at it. Then he handed it
to me, and started talking through the
'phone.
"That list had the 62 cards' of the
deck written out and opposite each one
the name of some man. I noted with
interest that the Ising of clubs was Mr.
Adams. Mr, Jenkins, Spider's friend,
was the nine of hearts.- -
"Spider was still talking through the
'phone.
"'That's what I said.' be was say-
ing. 'The card the gentleman took was
the four of spades. No, this isn't Mr.
Jones. it's Mr. McBride, whom you
introduced to Mr. Jenkins the other
day. And I've got a friend here with
me that is looking for a certain Mr.
Adams with a gun. Good-by.'
"And he hung up the receiver.
"'Well, anyway,' said Spider, as we
paid our checks, 'we jast made $20 for
soma poor sucker that didn't deserve
it. 1 gurns he hasn't: got (Wile as good
an (opinion of Heller's nephew as we
Y. BUIL 
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• Still Has Hope.
He entered the drawing room and
seated himself on the green sofa Jost ashe had been doing three nights each
week for the last eight years.
"Speaking of science," he yawned, "I
see some professor says the world willlast 100,000,000 years longer."
"I am so glad!" she exclaimed.
"Why so?"
"You win yet have time to propose."-
Tit
-Bits.
An Insinuation.
Sybyl-Ind you notice that hand
some man at the concert who stared
at me nearly all the evning?
Ethyl-Yes.
Syby1L-I wonder who it could havebeen?
Ethyl
-Why that was Prof. Pierce,
the celebrated mind reader. He is
spending his vacation here.-Chicago
Daily News,
Why Not?
It would probably suit us all
suet as well, you knQw,
If the stuff as slush would fall
And turn into snow.
—Chicago ffun.
FASHION NOTE.
Bertie, having noticed that ladies
are wearing little bows instead ofbuttons, thinks this fashion woqld
snit him, and to continue the orna
rnentation down to the crease of the
trousers would complete the effect.-
Philadelphia Bulletin.
The Real Triumph.
"I suppose you feel better since you
have delivered your speech," said the
encouraging friend.
"It isn't so much to deliver a
speech," replied the immature but sa-
gacious statesman. "The real tri-
umph consists in getting it listened to."
-Washington Star.
An Insult.
Miss Oldun-011, you could never
guess! Dear Jack has written that my
loveliness has inspired him to ask we
to marry him.
Miss Young- What's that? Let's see
the letter. My dear, this word is not
"loveliness," but "Ioneliness."--Cleve-
land Leader.
•
His Observation.
"Did you ever notice," said the man
who attends freak exhibitions, "that
'most mind readers are women?"
"No," answered the man who is in
awe of his wife. "But I have not,-
that most women are mind readers. -
Washington Star.
.To Be Expected.
Custom., See here! All the but-
tons; came 'e., this coat the first time
I wore It,
Dealer -Yell. So many beoples ad-
mire dot coat, you shwell up mit pride
und burst de buttons off.-N. Y
Weekly.
Far from the Facts.
"What do you think Of my historical
novel?" asked the author.
"It is an achievement." anewered the
chilly critic. "You have at last suc-
ceeded n showilig that fiction may be
serer get than truth."
-Washington
Star
Generally Wins. •
Mr. Thinkum-Whenever there II
trouble in this world there is a woman
at the bottom of it.
Mrs. Strongtnind-That mey be. bet
you can't deny that when the trouble is
over the woman is on top.-N. Y. Weekly.
Made Her Suspect.
Mr. McSoah--What was it that made
you think I'd been drinking Hutt nights
Mrs. MeSosh-Oh, I i!on't know. 1
supposeethe fact teat you were fear
fully drunk had as much to do with
it as anything.-Cleveland Leader.
At His Word.
She--So these are the china bar
gains you advertised?
Dealer--Yea, ma'am, and-they're going for little or notaing.
She-All right. I'll take that bluedish for nothing.
-Philadelphia Press
They Came High.
"It strikes me." said the lady withthe family-sized market hasiket, "that
your vegetables are rather high."
"NatUnillY, ma'am," replied the newboy. "They were raised on a roof garden ' --Chicago News.
The Worm Turns.
Miss Uptowne-He, he! Why ,is it
u baldheaded men like to sit in thefront row?.
Mr. Bouttown-Because there we have
no Eiffel Tower hats in frbnt of us.-N.
Y. Weekly.
A Natural Mistake.
"Yes," said the musical young wom-
an, "we spent the whole evening try.lag to play a new sort of polka."
"You don't sa " replied Jack Potts.
,Wh s t
Press.
nit?"---TThilnitelphia
Hated to Give It Up.
Patience -it's all off between me and
Will.
Patrice
-Engagement broken?
"Yep."
"I'm sorry."
"Well, you needn't be. Only I've
found out that he's not a man -of hie
word!"
"Indeed!"
"Yes; why only a vieek ago he said
he'd give up anything for me. and now
the hateful old thing wants this ring
back!"
-Yonkers Statesman.
Easy tb See.
The Lady-You'll excuse me, but you
don't travel on this car line often, de
you. air?
The Gentleman-No, madam. How
do you know? \
The Lady-You gave me your seat.
The Gentleman-And you don't trav-
el on this line often yourself?
The Lady-What makes you tffink
'so?
The Gentleman-You thanked me.-
Cleveland Leader.
His Error.
130s13-You'll Ii when you get your
check, Mr. Penniiilifthat I have added
tour dollars a month to your salary. I
believe you didn't make a single mis-
take in your figures during the entire
year.
Bookkeeper -Yes, I did-just one.
Bess-What was that?
Bookkeeper-1 figured on a bigger
raise --Cleveland Lea ter.
The Prima Donna's Story.
"It was at one of the concerts given
on the ship on the way over. I hadjust completed my song and the audi-
ence was recalling me, when suddenly
a heavy squall struck the ship. I-"
"What did you do?"
"I dropped the encore, and we were
saved!"
"Oh, fudge!"-Cleveland Leader.
The Winter of His Discontent.
American Bank Official • (shivering)
-Flesing to Canada, was the mistake
of my life-the mistake of my life.
Canadian Hotel Keeper (consoling.
ly)-Here you have freedom.
Bank Official (with teeth chattering)
-Ah, but you don't know how nice and
warm our American prisons are.-N
Y. Weekly.
A Brilliant Succees.
First Actor (on the Rialto)-Why,
how de do, Buskin? Where have you
been?
Second Actor-On a western tour.
First Actor-Was it a success?
Second Actor-Glorious! Immense!
Brilliant succeas! Why, sir, we came
back by rall.-N. Y. Weekly.
• Obeying Orders.
Fortune-What's the matter. dear!
You look excited.
Mrs. Fortune-Excited! Why shouldn't
I? The new chambermaid complained
of a headache. so I sent her up stairs and
told her to take things easy. 'She did.
She's gone off with all my jewelry.-
Judge.
When Tact Is Needed.
"That politician takes great credit
to himself for keeping his promises.'
"I don't see why be shOuld," an
ewered Senator Sorghum. "Anybody
can keep a promise. but It sometime.
requires an artist to break one."-
WashingO,- Star.
Improvement.
"There is some doubt about Wig
gins capacity."
"He has improved, If 'that is the
case," answered Mr. Harremslug
"When I kneiv him there was no doubt
whatever about his incapacity."-Wash
ington Star.
A Suggestion.
This cry the naval boys might rats*
As the go on their devious ways:
"Through our academy camera
"We'll never, never cease to haze."
--Chicago Sun.
THE REASON.
Guest (at country hotel)-On m)
bill you charge $6 for a rabbit.
Landlord-I know, en it's worth 11
I strained my back and swore myseb
out of the church catching that rabbit
-Chicago Journal.
Honey in Imitations.
"There is a man who has piled up
fortune by a career of deception."
"Then deception does pay? Is. he
grafter?"
"No, he manufactures falce teeth."-
Cleveland Leader.
Proof.
Mrs. Knicker-I dreamed I was a
the opera.
Knicker-I knew it; you were t
tug In your sleep.-N. Y. Sun,
A Pertinent Question.
"Mrs. Gaussip is a perfect crank oi
ventilation."
"Of what? Houses or other peoplel
affairs?"--Chicage Sun.
The Important (lineation.
"It was a great banquet; 200 sat dole'
at the tables."
"How ir.sny of them were able to go
Top.
' ,
FINE TR.AINS
TO'
Florida
via
Southern Railway
a nd
Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limiter.-Leaving Louie-
vilde at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:_5o a,
mu.. and St. Augustine so a. la. next
day, withogn change. Dining car
serves all meals en 'route.
"Florida Special"-Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at so p. m.
next day. From Danville ibis is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car. ek.,
Dining car serves all meals en route.-
Via the "Land of the Sky"-Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 745
p. in. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at er3e a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at g a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land .oi
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and veturn;n: via A,Inn,a .
tanooga rei vice versa.
For 62 "Land of the See." -"Win.
ter Homes." rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates. etc-,address any aktent of the 'Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.Rouse, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENIS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-ble daily service, and operates thebest of Mains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Lou'.,, Cincinnati and Louisville
rcad for reaching the Winter Tour-ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regldar
ocean steamship sailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matterin regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cabe, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through 2crvice
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans evtry Wednes-
day at aioo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at vinrise Friday giorning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida'.
Daily Sleeping Car without el.ange
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis 4to Jacksoniilie
south to New Orle4ns. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Cent i al and
New Orleans under She auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb 2nd and Feb.
23ed, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Grab Ertire
trips made in special privaie vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
throttle' to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or.
leans and the Southern R stitc't ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every- Tees
day fecorn Cincinnati snd Lou'.
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Ohicaeo
Full Prirtio,lars concern;- :I! ofthe abo had Athe t ntrol and co:irk...Onglines or hr addressing eitirer of the
undersigned.
Jos, Bi44-s, D. P. A.,
F. W. Haefow, D. P. A.,
John A. s• ott, k. G. P. A., Mewlphis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T M.,
Chicago.
S. n TC1I, t.,.
sleeseo.
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AZUARANTEE
Is attached to every
Prescription which
it is compounded of
Pure Drags in strict
accar&riee with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is
filled in every in-
stance by a
RegisteredDruggist
WITH A LIFL
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE.
/A •THE CICit OR
Prid,y Morning, Pb. i6, 1906.
LOCAL  NEWS
---The chimney at the hoot, of Mr.
liud Hnrvey, .530 Tennessee street;
choked with soot yes•terday and, fills
ee, gab saloke. 'chinking
a fire existed the occupant! iotio
in-oned the department, when the rent
cause -wns learned .Mr . , ey • ts
dryeer of the aerial thick a: e:entra.
station.
—ThIs..evening at the Meeting • ot
the Beavers' I•edge Mr. Ifi-re G.
Jrafinsoig • will make .a ritt,ort of dee
recut grand lotlge meeting at Itiria-
Ingham, Ala., where he wait as a
delegate from fhe• Paducahlodire.
—Mr.-. _fatties Narnlay•. of Hays ave
nee, i. Ill wit!' pneumonia.
---,rho infant child. of Mr. Walter
liarktr, of South EIgh:h street, has
eatarrl'al fever
THE RitlERS
Cairo, 16.8; falhug.,
Chattanooga, 4.7; faring.
Cincinnati, 10.0; falling.
Evansville, 8.5; falling.
Florence, s .3; falling.
Johnsonville, 5.9; falling.
Louisvil:e, 4.6; falling.
Mt. Carmel, 4.2; rising.
Nashville, .8.3; falling.
Pittsburg, z.9; rising. •
Davis Island Dam, 4.a; standing.
SL 'Louis, 8• 4 ; rising.
Mt. Vernon, 8.3: falling.
Paducah, ion; fulling.
--
There came out of the Tennessee
river last night the steamer Ken-
tucky.. She remains here until five
o'clock tomorrow afternoon before
ikipping out on her return that way.
The Richardson gets to Nashville
tonight and lays there until tomorrow
before leaving on her return this
-way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer .Dick Fowler will get out for
Cairo. Shc.comes back tonight about
eleven.
The Jlae Fowler comes in from
Evansville this morning and gets out
immediately 4-nt her return that way.
" The John S. Hopkins went tcy
Evansville yeiterday and colocs back
again tomorrow. eg.
The Stacker Lee yesterday left
Cincinnati and gets here Sunday on
her way.down for Memphis. •
The Peters Lee left Memphis yes-
terila.y and gets here Sunday on her
la ay up to Cincinnati..
SO1 1 1 e Raring% or Russell Sage:
'Friendship remembers; society for-
gets." "In the home only is there
Iliac happiness. It is there a mares
tit-0 ideas get their birth and grow."
"When you have made your fortune
it is time -enough to think of spend-
inkfit." "The tender care of a good
•.t•ife is the finest thing in the wotlel."
"Silk underwear is not for hired
men." ."Clubs are for idle old men
.atal wasteful young man."
a.
LOOK AHEAD....
When you buy rubber goods.
Our Pure Gum
Seamless Fountain
Syringes
Cost a little more at first but are
the cheapest in the end. They are
soft and pliable and strong ,
HAVE NO SEAM TO COME UN-
GLUED v. • .
p.
R. W. WALKER & CO.
INCORPORATED.
Druggists, Fifth and B'way.
Both Phones 173.
'V • '1,4,-•
OFFICERS CHOSEN
COMMERCiAL CLUB NAMED
OFFIC .ALS TO SEVERE
BODY.
etail Morel ants Preparing to Re-
sume Idea of Refunding Money
to Outside Trade.
Last evenir,7, at the meeting of the
directors for ;he Commercial club io
their quarters- upon' Legal Row there
was held the election of officers who
are to serve waif - April, 1907. Those
seloctexli were Joseph I. -:Friedman,
president; Thery . C. Rhodes, first
Vice president; William P. Hummel,
aecOnd vice president, and Ben
Weille, treaotto:r. MT. D. W. Coons,
the secretary. earritinues• in •offiee, at
his term do c yet expire.
The direct,. • Maimed in session
siestoal hours discussing different
patters coming before them pertain-
ag to the 'cella!: and upbuilding of
the commercial interests of the cit.
•The directorate is .ccrinposed
Mesws. A. J. Decker, - Joseph
Friedman w L: Ittniers. Harr
Hank, George C. Wallace. He
Weak, William P. primattel, liar
Meyer, B. $7ott,. H. V, Rhode
So: Dryfuss and Eatil Pairier.
Outside Buyers.
Asso„tie Retail ltr
„ 
•
*cided to NIaltwli it 'resume thl
• =
Aehahtf ciatio
' !of refunding 'railroad fare t4
art-of-town people who come here
apd purchase a certaia amonnt of
goods, from aneinbers of Cie associas
titan.
Stores Open Tonight.
ThIf evening .the retail stores will
het pi pen d•iwn iii the business dis-
ttict for the accommodation of the
large 'railroad .trade that will he
down buying. as the I. C. pay car
conies in today and turns loose many
thousands dollars.
PERSONAL NOTES
Col. Victor Vain de Male has re-
turne,d front * trip through Wiest
Tennessee.
Mr. Code Braise, of NorthTwelfth
street, ,has gone to Bardwell, Ky., to
take the position of machinist with
the stave andheading company. with
which he was formerly connected for
live years.
Mrs. Lr. B. T. Hall returned
tenekty from Benton.
Mts. L. E. Dodd and chil-
dren today go to Benton and
Olive fore -a visit.
Mrs. James E. .Crow has returned
from Benton where she was called by
the death of her brother, Mr. Thomas
E. Barnes.
Mesdames George C. IA/at-field and
Helen Holloway have returned from
F.ddyvikle, where they were called by
the death Tuesday of Mrs. 0. M. Pat-
terson, formerly Miss Myrtle Hollo-
way, of here.
Mr. Mac D. Ferguson has gone to
Frankfort to attend the meeting of
the railroad conwnission, of which he
is a member, for purpose of consid-
ering all tariffs of railroads in this
state
yes-
Mks. Arch Sutherland ` has returned
from visiting My-i. Dr. McFall, of
Mayfield.
Mrs. Lloyd Wilson and children
yesterday -returned to their home in
Louisville, having been called here by
the death of the •former's mother.
Mks. E. F. Byng. Rev. Wilson went
back, several days ago.
414.r.• V. II. Thomas yesterday,
to Dawson on business.
Mr. A. B. Sowell caine back yes-
terday frogs Chicago.
Engineer George P. Adams, of the
I. C. Yesterday went to Chicago to!
move here his family that has been
residing there since he located in this
city. •
Lawyer George IDuiguid is at Mur-
ray attending the hedside of his sick
norther, Mrs. W. H. Disigiod.•
.M1r. and Mrs. I. 0 Walker, Miss
Grace Everett, and Messrs. Arthur
Everett and Ben Mathis have gone
to Memphis, Tenn.. to attentli the
BenHuer play.
.Miss Adals Wahl of Ttoy, Ky., has
`gone- home :liter visiting Mrs. L. G.
Scars.
Mrs,W. E. Scott and children of
Dawson are visiting the former's sis-
ter, Mrs. J. Andy Bauer of Eighth
and Madison.
Mr. Perry Meloan -has returned
from Murray.
Mr. It. II. Linn, special agent for
the Si., C. 8St. L. railroad yester-
day returned from Nashville. Tenn.,
where he attended, the funeral of the
late president, Major John W.
Thomas.
Mrs. james,M. Browne, ii:fe of the
Insurance nun, today goes to Chi-
cago with Dr. Delia Caldwell, to be
operated on,
SEXTON
MOVING
MR. JOSEPH MATTISON NOW
MOVING TO PUBLIC
HOME.
:Conniactor Miller Finished Repair-
ing Roof and Down-pipes at City
Hall—Saloon License Bill.
Sexton Jose-ph Atittison, of Oak
Gftwe cemetery. has moved part of
his:household 'effects out to the resi-
dence maintained by the city for
writoh, just ontside the Cemetery
gates.. He is moving from his: old
home 'On . Sixtie and Husbands street,
and.will get the balance of his effect's
411t today or tomorrow, and then
rpt*e`•thiS 'family to the new place
*here he will make his permanent
abode. The family of the tornier
sexton, Mr. William Porteous, has
Moved to the' Mrs. John Porteous
houte,:adjoiping. .
i cagy , Engiaeer . Washington ha,s
fished the new map for Oak qtyre
cieusett5ry .which is for use by. the sex-
tiaa, ft.,showing the location of every
11:d inside the place.
,
Finish Improvements. ,1 ,
, lesits-day Contractor Chris Miller
iif ished repairing the down-pipes at
tae City Hall and this completed all
Ms work, ;Ifie put new slate on the
rpbf 'to displace that 'breiken and
Worn' oirt4 and made repairs every-
vdhere I se, as to prevent the place
fneing leakidg likie it has been' doing
tie past' fen- years during hard rain-
falls. 
.
j . Saloon Licenses. ,
l'ihf - Paducah city official's are
lIartily in favor of the bill intro-
duced before, the state legislature at
Frankfort. permitting second class
cities, that inclAes Paducah, to,
raise the inasimom saloon license
which is now $150. If it passes the
license here will probably b put lip
about $500 per year.
Reduce Force.
Without waiting for the city solici-
tor to legally advise the-in as per
their request as to which public body
has to order. the Poll,- force reduced.
the joint ordinance committee of the
legislative boards, has dkeeted the
city solicitor to daft a measure cut-
ting the force down to eighteen pa-
tiallmen, but continue use of the
chief, captain and lieutenant, making
at in all. The aldermen last -week
asked .the solicitor to report to there
Who had to reduce the force, the leg-
islative bodies, or police commission-
ers, but without waiting for this opin-
ion, they now go ahead and instruct
compilation of the reduction bill that
will be brought before, the council
next Monday.
At that time the sohcisor
bring in a new "Town Cow" measure
which he thinks will stick.
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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went
For days. tnillionx of robins flew
srutls-bound direr Yuba, Nevada, and
Placer ronnties, California, irr suc-
cessive greet cloud, recently. At
night they alighted on trees, shrubs
and rocks. and at daybreak resurn.:1
their flight. Nothing has ever been
seen in California like this.
Prepare for it by buying
a full quart of boinded
Whisky of me kW
THIS PRICE IS FOR
SATURDAY ONLY! 95 cents
All other High Class Goods in proportion
M STARKS 1S2:0:NODU TS HT
East Side of Market House. Telephone 283. .
J'ERpME CALLS
ON CLEVELAND POPULAR
• 
District 
7-
Attorney Declines Insurance
Was Not Discussed.
WANTS
FOR RENT--Sea-room
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply
New York, Feb. 15.—District At- mai. office,
torney Jerome had a talk fasting aut 
hoot and it half With Grover Cleve-
land today, in the latter's office in the
Equitable building:
Upon returning to the criminal
courts building after his yisit to the
former persident Me. Jerome de-
clared that they had not gliecustid
insurance lie would not, Wowever,
reveal. the nature of the conversa-
tion.
It is believed the insurance evi-
dence gathered by the district attor-
ney will be presented to the grand.
jury Thursday.
Srnithland Loses Good People.
Hon. Jorn K Hendrick, avter
his family here for several days
returned to Paducah Mondey. Tha
colonel have his family with
him at Paducah about the last of this
week. They would have gone soon-
er but the house the colonel put-
chaired could not be- occupied until
the present occupants vacated and
repairs made. This has been done.
and the house is now ready for ors
crpartcy. Sinithland now gives up.
one of 'her best families to Padu-
cah; but a's the colonel says, "Not
forever, my son; because Smithland
it In my heart!" " Paducah is OW
winner; SmIthland the loser.—Smith-
land - Banner.
Notice.
Regulr meeting of Paducah 1)arn
No. 34, will be held at Elks' ball
Friday evening. Feb. 16th. All offi-
ocrs and members iftgently requested
to be present as thert initip-
iicus; also report of tielcgate to %-
prime 13ani will be ead. •' dation. The
C. E. WHITCSIDFS, Pres. of common lu
. JOHN Hi TRENT, Secy. $4.5R per hand
-2- The ssoti at
-,--Ilerbert Matthews,' aged zr,col- field soliciting
LAST OF CROP.
bred, died yester_day at 925 S uth crop.. Very
Twelfth street and .will he buried lb- -brought in M
da yat Oak Grot,e. • week'
CHORUS GIIVL
SENDS PRESENT
One of the Maid and Mummy Beau-
ties Gives Pet Dog to Miss
Roosevelt,
'Daisy Yost a cube little chorus girl
who stands On the front row. at the
left end in the "Maid and the Mum-
my." which recently showed here, has
sent to Washington a fuzzy little
terrier as a, wedding present to Miss
Roosevelt who is to wed Congress-
man Longworth.
Mfits Peters did not receive an in-
vitation to the affair, but she has
read a great deal about Miss Roose-
velt and it a great admirer of her.
so great an admirer in fact, that she
sent this fuzzy little dog, which she
says she loved better than anything
else, except the stage. •
All zgo4 Tobacco Crop at
Is Sold. a
The. asaoctation Tuesday
last hogshead of the 1904,
bacco held in Mayfield by the mosso- laboring man's opportunity to own
sale was 68 hogsheads a borne ahd pay for same out of his
gs at an average r,f monthly earnings. Call on or ad-
red. dress our representative, W. • P.
ion prizeks arc in the 'Barrett, Traveling Stite Agent,
the prizing Of the 1905 Standard Trnst Co., American-Ger-
ittle tobacco has been man National bank building, rooms
ityfield during the .past.3 -and 4, Paducah, Ky. Old Oar'
'lira-At
cottage,
at Reg-
FOR RENT—One furnished room
at Eagles' Nome, Sixth and Broad-
way. Apply at secretary's office in
building.
FOR RENT—Two five room cot-
tages on Ohio between sett aad 6th.
Aipply old 'phone 1351.
Vs KENTUCKY
Telephone 548.
To-Night
And Balance of week.
MATINEE SATURDAY.
PADUCAH FAVORITES
WANTED—Yopung man between
ii and 18 years for office. work. 
COmpany
Address own handwriting„ P., cars
Register.
Mk.
of ass Superlative Artists.
Peemienting
An entire new line of PUY*.
FOR RENT -Three rooms for SS, •
and two furnished rooms complete High-Class Vaudeville Specialties.
for *light housekeeping for gas Apply Illustrated solo and motion pictures
146 Broadway. Solid cu.)ad special scenery.
WANTED—Run-about baggy, in
good repair and cheap. Address
"Buggy." this office.
FOR SALE—Two fresh 'Mich
rows. - Apply old ph as /014
LOST or Stolen—Gold and pearl
handled silk umbrella. Pinder re-
turn to Register office and be re-
warded. Word "Marble" engraved
on handle.
Why Pay Rent
When you cars owit your own
home at a treauthly payment less
mazgeld than rent. We will buy or build
iyou a home and slow you to pay forsame monthly. For each $1,acio you
sold the t pay US $750 per .111(Mt h, together
crop. to- With 5 per cent. simple interest. The
Thule* "East Lynn"
PRICKS: Matinee, ,children toe:
Adults: sett. Night, iq,, 2o and 30t.
Box seat gm.
J. E. 3.0. MILLAIS
WM. M.ARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and MarNe.
L.AWY ERS
User i, s and 3 Registeg Sul*.
Ing,saa I -a Broadway.
Practice in all the courts al the
stale. Both phones ar.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Droad•va7.
TRADEWAT[11 COAL LUMP I3C BUSHELN U I I2C BUSHEL
Foot of
OHIO
Street.
-PROMPT DELIVERY. BOTH PHONES 254
West Kentucky Coal Co.
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